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Abstract

The damage introduced into an InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum well structure during CH4/H2
reactive ion etching (RIE) processes was measured, for plasma powers from 20 W to 100 W,
using low temperature photoluminescence. The damage depth profile is estimated to be
around 12 nm - 70 nm after annealing at 500 °C for 60 seconds using a rapid thermal
annealer (RTA). A reduced damage RIE process has been developed to fabricate
InGaAs/InGaAsP

well ridge waveguide lasers. The performance of these
lasers has been compared to that of lasers fabricated from the same epilayer using wet
etching

to

multi-quantum

form

indistinguishable,

the

ridge.

The

resultant

threshold

being 44.5 mA and 43 mA respectively for

currents

were

essentially

dry and wet etched lasers

with 500 µm long laser cavities.

Quantum well intermixing in the InGaAs/InGaAsP material system was demonstrated using
two techniques. The first was a laser irradiation

process, which combines irradiation

by

continuous wave and Q-switched pulsed Nd: YAG lasers. Differential shifts up to 70 nm have
been obtained. The second was a plasma process which involves sputtering a thin layer of
Si02 and subsequent high temperature annealing using either a CW laser or rapid thermal
annealer (RTA).

Differential

blue-shifts of the bandgap of up to 120 nm were obtained.

The bandgap shift in the control regions is very insignificant.

Measurement of the spatial

selectivity of this technique shows that the spatial resolution is better than 50 µm.
The design, fabrication and characterisation for 3-dB MMI couplers were carried out using
both as-grown (peak emission wavelength of 1.48 µm) and bandgap widened material. The
measured results show good agreement with the design. A splitting ratio of around 0.12 dB
(51: 49) has been achieved for an MMI section length of 470 gm.

Low loss waveguides have been fabricated using the laser process. A loss as low as
2.1 dB/cm was obtained for an operation wavelength of 1.556 um.
Extended cavity ridge lasers (ECL) in InGaAs/InGaAsP multiple-quantum well structures
have been successfully fabricated using the two QWI technique developed.The increasesin
threshold current were only 10 mA and 8 mA for cavity length of 800 4m active section
and 1000µm passivesection, comparedto the all active lasers with cavity length of 800 µm,
and the losses in the passive sections of ECLs were calculated which were 2.4 cm-1 and
4.4 cm-1, for the two processes,respectively.

Considerabletheoretical work was carried out, which included the calculation of the optical
confinement and gain in the InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW structure used throughout this thesis.
Modelling of the intermixing of quantum wells was also performed and the results indicate
that the changes of bulk bandgap energy are mainly responsible for the blue-shift of the
photoluminescence.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Significance of Monolithic

Integration

Monolithic integration of semiconductoroptical devices, as in the implementation of
various functions with light, such as generation,modulation, switching, and detection
onto onesubstrate,offers similar advantagesto thosefrom Si basedintegratedelectronics
circuits. These advantagesinclude the elimination of problems due to vibration and
alignment associatedwith discrete components,becauseof the improved mechanical
stability and reliability. Another advantageis deviceminiaturisation, which leadsto the
potential for fabrication economyof devices,and enhancedperformancesuch as higher
speedoperationthanthat of their bulk counterparts.

Monolithic integration potentially has a wide rangeof applicationsin optoelectronics.In
Particular, with the advances in high speed and large capacity optical fibre
communications,monolithic integrationin long wavelengthmaterialsystemse.g. InGaAsInGaAsP,is increasinglyimportant. Examplesof key devices(mostly applying monolithic
integration of different optical functional components) for optical time division
multiplexing (TDM) systemsare:

Monolithic mode-lockedpulselasersfor the generationof a pulse stream[1] and optical

clock recoveryon the receiverside incorporatingsegmentsfor optical amplification,
wavelengthselectivereflectionandwavelengthtuning (DBR grating)and modulation.
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High speedelectroabsorption devices [2] for data modulation.

Integratedinterferometers(consisting of semiconductoramplifier, passivewaveguides,
andcombiners/splitters)for add/dropand MUX and DMUX applications[3,4].

For wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems, typical examples for monolithic
integration are wavelength converter[5], space switches [6,7]. Figs. 1.1-1.3 show some
examples of monolithically integrated devices. In the configuration of Fig. 1.1, the passive
waveguide has a wider bandgap than that of the other sections. In Fig. 1.2-1.3, apart from
the semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), the other parts of the configurations are
passive, and therefore require a wider bandgap.

Absorption
section

Gain
section

Passive
wave guide

Fig. 1.1 Monolithic integration of a gain section and an absorption section with a passive waveguide
section for short pulse generation.

A BC

D
SOA
3-dB coupler

3-dB coupler
j

SOA

lese

iiii
SAS

Fig. 1.2 Monolithically integrated asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer as add/drop multiplexer.

after 131.

2

SOA

Fig. 1.3 Monolithically integrated2x2 InGaAsP/InPLaser amplifier gate switch arrays, after [7].

1.2 Approaches to the Monolithic Integration

Integrating optoelectronic devices, however, presents many problems that do not exist in
standard silicon based processing. The fundamental problem with optoelectronic
integration is the requirement to produce areas with different electrical and optical
properties, e.g. different emission wavelengths, on a single substrate. This is a far more
complex problem than producing areas with only different electrical properties, which can
easily be achieved by introducing the correct amount of electrically active dopants to
selected area of the material. Many different processeshave been developed towards this
end, which include multiple growth steps, selective area growth. vertical mode coupling.
and quantum well intermixing (QWI).

1.2.1 Multiple

Growth Epitaxy [8]

This approach involves the multiple

growth of distinct active layers for different

componentsof a monolithically integrated device, e.g. an integration of a laser with a
modulator. Generally, a laser active layer with bandgap Egi is grown over a whole
wafer, followed by selective etching and subsequentregrowth of the layer for passive
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devices,with bandgapEgg- Obviously, it is desirablethat the lossesin the passiveregion
are low, and consequently, Egl< Egg is required. Although this method allows
independent design of the layers for active and passive devices, critical etching and
regrowth are required, especially to achieve efficient optical coupling between the two
waveguides.The disadvantagesassociatedwith this technique are low yields and the
requirementof an expensiveregrowthprocess.

1.2.2 Selective Area Growth [9,10]

By growing on InP substratespatternedwith dielectric masks,selectivearea growth has
beensuccessfullydemonstratedusing MOCVD [10] and metalorganicMBE (MOMBE)
[11]. This techniqueis basedon the fact that the dielectric maskinhibits epitaxial growth
of material, which meansthat some of the material which would have grown in the
masked regions will be depositedin gaps openedup in the mask, resulting in a local
increase in the growth rate and therefore a longer emission wavelength than from
unmaskedregions due to the largerquantumwell width. Epitaxial layer bandgapenergies
are hencemainly controlled by the geometry of the lithographically defined dielectric
patterns.

1.2.3 Vertical Mode Coupling [11]

In this casetwo MQW active layerswith different bandgapare grown in one growth step,
thelayer with a narrowerbandgapbeing on top of the other,separatedby a thin InP spacer
layer. Selectivewet chemicaletchingallows localisedremoval of the top layer in selected
areas.This is followed by a regrowth of the cladding layer for the secondwaveguide in
someregions.Again the drawbackof this techniqueis that a regrowthstageis required.
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1.2.4 Quantum Well Intermixing

[12]

Quantum well intermixing is a simple and flexible techniquefor the implementation of
photonic integratedcircuits (PICs). In a quantumwell (QW) system,a permanentchange
in the absorption edgecan be accomplishedby intermixing the wells and the barriers,
which leadsto a changeof bulk bandgapof materialsaswell aschangesof the well width
and barrier height, the values of which determine the energy of the quantum-confined
statesrelative to the bulk bandgap.In the limit of completeintermixing, a semiconductor
alloy, with averagecomposition of the wells and barriers, is formed, but less extreme
intermixing producesstructuresof intermediatebandgapin which the 2-D propertiesof the
QW layers arepartially retained.However,intermixing is only of use if it can be localised
to particular areasof the wafer, and if the electrical and optical qualities of the processed
materialareadequatefor usein devices.

The first intermixing studieswere performedon GaAs-AlGaAsstructures[ 13], and since
then variousmethodshavebeendeveloped,including impurity induced disordering(IID)
[141, impurity-free vacancy disordering (IFVD) [15,16], laser processing induced
disordering [17], and plasmaprocessinginduced disordering [18]. These methodshave
beenappliedto the InGaAs-InGaAsPsystemwith varying degreesof success.

In III) processes,an impurity is introducedinto an epitaxial wafer and the wafer is then
annealed.During the annealingstep the layers intermix and ion-implantation damage,if
present,is to a large extent removed.Current understandingof the III) processsuggests
that the role of impurities is to induce disorderingthrough the generationof free carriers
which, in turn, increasetheequilibrium numberof vacanciesat the annealingtemperature.

Like HD, IFVD is also basedon creatingvacanciesin the III-V semiconductor.However,
this techniquedoesnot require impurities to be introduced by either ion implantation or
diffusion, but relieson atomsdiffusing out selectivelyfrom the materialinto dielectriccaps

at high temperatures,causing vacancies to be generatedat the surface which diffuse
rapidly throughthe materialandcauseintermixing. Lee et al [ 15] haveachieveddifferential
blue shifts of up to 185 meV using Si02 and SiNX dielectric layers, in InGaAs/InP
material structures. Using phosphorus-dopedsilicon-dioxide (Si02: P) as a cap layer,
Ramdaneet al [15] have reported differential blue shifts of up to 80 nm in the capped
region after annealing with rapid thermal annealer(RTA), compared to the uncapped
regions. Using this technique, they have demonstratedthe monolithic integration of an
InGaAsP-InPDFB (distributedfeedback)laserwith a modulator.

Laserprocessinginduceddisordering,using either CW or pulsedlaserirradiation [ 16], or
a combination of the two [18], as well as plasma induced disordering [17] which are

investigated
in thisproject,will bedescribedin detailin chapter3.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This researchis concernedwith monolithic integration in the InGaAs/InGaAsP material
system,using QWI. In chapter2, the basic propertiesof InP and relatedcompoundalloys
are briefly reviewed; some important parametersin a quantum well structure are also
discussed.Chapter3 is concernedwith QWI, in which QWI using laser processingand
plasma processare addressed.Chapter4 is concernedwith the design, fabrication and
assessment
of 3-dB MMI couplers.The deviceswerefabricatedusing both as-grownand
bandgapshiftedmaterial.Chapter5 is concernedwith RIE dry etch damage,in which RIE
dry etch damagewas assessedusinga specially designedmultiple-quantumwell (MQW)
probestructureand low temperature(5 K) photoluminescencetechniques.In chapter6,
fabrication of ridge waveguide lasersis presented,also the optical gain and confinement
coefficient in the material structure are discussed.Chapter7 documentsthe fabrication
resultsof extendedcavity ridge lasers,a demonstrationof monolithic integration of lasers
and passivewaveguidesusing QWI developedin chapter3. In Chapter8 the conclusions
of the work are discussed.
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2. InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW Laser Structures

2.1 Introduction

High speedandlong haul optical fibre communicationrequires light sourceswhich emit
light in the wavelength range of 1.3-1.6 µm, due to the fact that the minimum loss of
silica fibre is located at 1.55 pm. The InP-basedInGaAsP quaternarymaterial systemis
ideal for such devices, as the direct bandgap of the material system can be precisely
tailored by controlling the relative proportion of each element. In this chapter, the
propertiesof InP andrelated alloys arebriefly reviewed.This is followed by a discussion
of the energylevels anddensity of statesin a one dimensionalconfined quantumwell, the
parametersof which are relatedto many important electrical and optical propertiesof the
material.The optical absorption spectrumis then presented,and finally the effects of an
electric field on the propertiesof quantumwell arediscussed.

2.2 The Bonding and Crystal Structure of Indium Phosphide and Related
Materials

InP crystallises in the cubic zinc blende (sphalerite) structure, which consists of two
interpenetratingfcc lattices, one shifted by a/4 [I I I] relative to the other fcc lattice (a
being the length of the fcc cube edge).The two fcc lattices are occupied by two different
atoms, for example, In and P. The cubic unit cell of a sphalerite structure is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
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«0
Fig. 2.1 Crystal structureof InP and relatedcompounds

If the coordinates of the group III atoms are 000,0 1/2 1/2,1/2 0 1/2,1/2 1/2 0, those of
the group V atoms are 1/4 1/4 1/4,1/4 3/4 3/4,3/4 1/4 3/4,3/4 3/4 1/4. Each group III
atom has four nearest neighbour group V atoms, 12 next-nearest neighbour group III
atoms and so on. The sphalerite structure does not have inversion symmetry because the
arrangement of atoms along the body diagonal is in the the order AB.. AB.. AB (where
dots represent vacant sites), and so is not invariant under inversion.

Since each fcc lattice has four atoms per unit cell, there are four molecules of the
compound AB per unit cell in the sphalerite structure. In the unit cell, the atoms are
arranged such that for each group III atom there are four equally distant group V atoms
arranged at the corners of a regular tetrahedron, and vice versa. The tetrahedral
arrangement is the result of the covalent bonding of the eight valence electrons per
molecule in sp3 hybridised orbital. The bonding is not, however, entirely covalent since
there is some charge transfer between the two types of atoms, giving rise to a partial ionic
character in the bonding. For InP, 42% of the bonding is estimated to be ionic [ 11.

2.3 Energy Band Structure

The calculatedenergybandstructureof InP is shownin Fig. 2.2 12].
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InP

c
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0.52ev
W'3=I.35eV
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< 100
>-ý

Fig.2.2 Band Structureof indium phosphide

It is customary to associate the most important (high symmetry) points with capital letters
r, X, L etc. These points lie at the Brillouin zone centre and at the boundaries, along the

high-symmetry lines that are normally referred to in terms of the Miller indices. For
example, the F-X direction is the main cubic axis <001>, if X is the point in k-space
whosex and y componentsare zero.The I'-L direction lies along the line connecting the
nearestneighboursin the lattice, i. e., along the <111> direction. Both the valence band
maxima and the lowest conductionbandminimum occur at kam,the r point, i.e., InP is a
direct bandgap semiconductor. Higher conduction band minima occur in the <100>(A) and
<111>(A) directions, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2. The L and X minima are, respectively,
0.4 eV and 0.7 eV above the Fj minimum[2].

In the valence band, there are subbands

whose maxima occur at same k point, i. e., at f, and so are said to be degenerate. The
band with smaller curvature is labelled the heavy hole (hh) band, while the other one
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which has larger curvature is called the light hole (ih) band, as the effective massis
inverselyproportionalto the secondderivativeof E with respectto K. The split-off band
(sb) lies at lower energythan thelh and hh bandswith a separationof energyat F of 0.11
eV. If uniaxial strain is applied to the semiconductor,the shearcomponentof the strain
splits the degeneracyof the heavy and light hole bands[3].This is particularly evidentin
heterostructuresdue to lattice-mismatch strain[4-7]. The band structure of InGaAsP
compoundslattice matchedto InP is similar to that shownin Fig. 2.2.

2.4 Material Parameters of Ini.. GaxAsyPi..

Alloy Semiconductors

For Inl_XGaXAsyPI_y
to be lattice matchedto an InP substrate,the following conditions
[8,9] are required:

x=0.47y

(2.1)

0.1894y
xý 0.4184-0.013y

(2 2)

or more rigidly

2.4.1 Bandgap Energy

GaInAsP lattice matched to InP has a direct bandgapover the entire range of alloy
compositions. The bandgapcan be expressedas function of element composition as
following [9]:

E0(y) = 1.35- 0.72y + 0.12y2

(2.3)

2.4.2 Effective Mass in Ternary and Quaternary Alloys

According to thek. p approximation[101,the effective massof the carrier, m*, is given by
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2
P22

mi

Eg

m

Eg+O

(2.4)

where p is the matrix elementconnectingtheconductionbandandthe light holeand spinorbit split valence bands, and Eg and A are the bandgapand valence band splitting
energiesof the material. It has beenfound for many ternary alloys that, if the effective
massis calculatedunderthe assumptionthat p2 varies linearly betweenthe valuesfor the
binary compounds,the results do not agreewell with experimentalvalues.The origin of
this discrepancyhas beenattributedto disorder-inducedmixing of the reduced p2. Much
experimental work has been conducted on this issue. Although there are some
discrepancies,the generallyacceptedeffectivemassfor the electronis[9]

m=0.08
MO

- 0.039y

(2.5)

The holeeffective massesare[11]
'2m- 0.046
=

(2.6)

MO

"To

= 0.120 - 0.099y + 0.030y2

(2.7)

for heavyandlight holes,respectively.Here m0is thefree electronmass.

2.4.3 Refractive

Index

One of important factorsin the designof heterostructurelasersand optoelectronicdevices
is refractiveindex, n. Often knowledgeof n asfunction of photonenergynearand below
the bandgapis required. Severalmodels have beenproposedto obtain n as function of
photon energy and composition in ternary and quaternary alloys. In many models the
14

starting point for calculating n in alloys is semiempirical. Afromowitz[ 121proposeda
modified single oscillator model to explain dispersionof n near the bandgap. In this
model, n2 is expressedas

2-1=Ed

EdE

242
+1E

In(

EO

EÖ- E2
g2 E2
2
Eg -E

Ed
_n
2E3(EÖ-Eg)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Eo= 0.595x'(1 - y) + 1.626xy
-1.891y + 0.524x + 3.391

(2.10)

Ed= (12.36x-12.71)y + 7.54x + 28.91

(2.11)

E- 1.24
x

(2.12)

where X is wavelengthin µm.

Using experimental results and an interpolation technique, Adachi [I I] obtained the
following relationship:

n2 = 9.55 + 2.2y

(2.13)

Reference[13) also gives a expressionof refractive index for Inl_xGaXAsyPI_y
:

n2 = (1- y)[8.4x + 9.6(1-x)]+
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y[13.lx + 12.2(1- x)]

(2.14)

2.5 Energy Levels in Quantum

Well (QW) Structures

The schematicof a QW structure,along with the banddiagram, are shown in Fig. 2.3,
where LWand Lb are well and barrier thicknesses,respectively. AEc, and Mt, are
conductionvalencebandoffsets of InGaAs/InGaAsPheterostructure.
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Fig. 2.3 Schematicrepresentationof a QW formed by heterostructure

If the dimension L,,, is comparable to the de Broglie wavelength, the kinetic energy
corresponding to particle motion along the z direction is quantized. The energy can be
obtained by separating the Hamiltonian into energies corresponding to x,

y and z

directions. For the x and y directions, the energy levels form a continuum of states given
by

E=

z
2*

(kz +)

(2.15)

y)
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where m* is the effective massof the carrier, and kx and kv are the wave vectors along
the x and y directions, respectively.Thus the electrons and holes may be viewed as
forming a two-dimensionalFermi gas.

Theenergylevelsin the z directionareobtainedby solvingSchrödinger'sequationfor a
onedimensionalpotentialwell. It is givenby

h2 d'P2

= ET

(0 <Z<4)

(2.16)

22

`2'+V`P
-2m
- --j-ý
=E`T

(z? LZ; z<_0)

(2.17)

where `P is the Schrödingerwavefunction, and V is the depth of the potential well. For
the limiting caseof an infinite well, theenergylevels andthewavefunctionsare

En

2(
mI LZ )2

(2.18)

and
`Yn =A sin lz

(n=1,2,3,
z

...

)

(2.19)

where A is a normalisation constant.Fig. 2.4 shows the first three wavefunctions in a
squarewell of infinite depth. For very large 4, Equation (2.18) yields a continuum of
states,and thesystemno longer exhibits quantumeffects.
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Fig. 2.4 Wavefunctionsand eigenenergiesin a squareQW of infinite depth

However,most of the QW structuresin which we are interestedin practicedo not follow
the case of an infinite well. For example, the well shown in Fig. 2.5 is a typical
InO.53GaO.
47As/InGaAsPquantum well structure which is used in lasers operating at
1.55 µm. Here it is assumedthat the bandgapenergy of the barriers correponds to a
wavelengthof A,g=1.2 µm.

InGaAsP

In0.53Ga047As

InGaAsP

Fig. 2.5 InO.53Gap.
47As/InGaAsP
quantumwell.
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For a finite well, the wavefunction, which can be obtained from equations (2.16) and
dT
(2.17) using the boundaryconditionsthat `Y and
are continuousat the interfaces z=0
and z=4., is

`Y=Asin(az)+Bcos(az)

(0<_z:
9 4)

(2.20)

T= Cexp(-ßz) + Dexp(ßz)

(z>- Lz; z:50)

(2.21)

The energylevelscan be found by solving thefollowing eigenvalueequation

(aLL)2 + (ßLZ)2 _

8m"VLZ2

(2.22)

In the valenceband,the wavefunctionmust be solvedfor both light andheavyholes,since
they havedifferent effective masses.Table 2.1lists the calculatedenergylevels,measured
from the bottom of the well, of both the electronsand heavy holes in the quantum well
shown in Fig. 2.5 with different well widths, and the correspondingwavefunctions are
plotted in Fig. 2.6.

Table 2.1 Energy levels in a typical laserQW with different well widths

Wellwidth
(A)

El c

E2c

El hh

E2hh

E3hh

(meV)

(meV)

(meV)

(meV)

(meV)

40

68.8

26.6

99.0

60

53.3

14.5

56.5

119

80

41.5

9.1

35.8

78.7

100

32.8

6.2

24.6

54.7

120

26.5

4.5

17.9

40.0

87.4

It is shouldbe pointedout that,during thecalculation,the offsetsof EEc and DEvare
takenfrom reference[13]:
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AE`
= 0.39
AE

(2.23)

A.E°

(2.24)

DE

= 0.61

Tel

%hl

'yhh2

'Vhh3

Fig. 2.6 Wavefunctionsfor a quantumwell of finite depth

From the calculation above, it is obvious that the emission wavelength of the
InGaAs/InGaAsP well structure is dependent on the well width due to quantum
confinementeffects.This is plotted in Fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7 Emission wavelengthas a function of well width

2.6 Density of States

2.6.1 Density of States in Bulk Material

Another important aspectof semiconductorstructureis thedensity of electronic states.To
determine the density of states, the existing electronic states in the crystal must first be
determined. Assuming a bulk crystal of dimensions Lx, Ly, LZ, it is certain that the

electronwavefunctionmust go to zero at the edgesof the crystal. Applying this boundary
condition to the solution of Schrödinger'sequation,it is found that theelectron's k vector
components,i.e., kx, ky, and kZ must be such that sin(k1.0) = sin(kx. Lx) = 0, and
likewise for the componentsin other two directions.Thus we quickly conclude that the
discretesetof k vectorstatesan electroncan haveis given by
k= nxkx + nyky + nzkz

(2.25)

IkiI =

(2.26)

where
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the n, are quantumnumbersof the system,which can take on both positive and negative
nonzerointegervalues.It should be noted,however,that physically distinct statesdepend
only on (Inxl, Inyl, kzj). The k, representvectorsalong the threeorthogonaldirectionsin
k space,themagnitudesof which are inverselyproportional to the length of the crystalin
that direction. To derive the density of statesfunction D(k), we must first develop a
method for counting the states. From the equations above, it can be seen that each state
3
in k space, or
occupies a volume
LXLYLZ

D(k) =

LxLyLZ

(2.27)

jr3

2
If we allow k to expandto k+ dk, the numberof statesis
given by the volume nk2dk
timesthe density of points in k space,
Nkdk =

(LXLLZ )(k2dk)
(2.28)

Due to the fact that the an electron has two possiblespin states,equation (2.28) must be
multiplied by a factor of 2, and the density of statesin k space per unit of volume
becomes
Pkdk =

2Nkdk
LXLYLIZ

(2.29)

or
Pk =

k2

(2.30)

The densityof statescan also be expressedin terms of the energyof thecarrier (electronor
hole) beyond the band edge(i.e., abovethe conduction band or below the valence band
edge).The energyandmomentumin a bandare relatedby
E-2mh2k2
*=E-

EC

for an electron

or
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E=

h2k2
= Ev -E
2m*

fora hole

where k is the total energy,and E is measuredfrom the edgeof a band.
Thus
k= (2m*El h2) 1/2
1/2
dk =

2m*

dE

h2

2E1/2

Substitutingthese relations into (2.29), we obtain the density of the statesin either the
conductionor valenceband.
3/2

(222

Pc,v(E) =*

/ 2dE
E1
(m-3)

(2.31)

Fig. 2.8 shows the density of states in a semiconductor with mhh= 0.46mo,
mph= 0.12M and me = 0.079mocorrespondingto InP material.
E-Ec

Ec

Ev

Ev E

Fig. 2.8 Densityof statesin InP
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2.6.2 Density of States for a Quantum Well Material

In a quantumwell, the motion of carriersis confined in the direction perpendicularto the
planeof well, hencethewave vector kz is discrete,while, in the plane of well, thecarriers
are free to move.Theenergyof theelectronis given as
2
m*(kx+ky)

E=En+

(2.32)

e

where the wavevector k=

(kx, ky, kZ) has a discrete z -componentandcontinuous x

and y components.
The component kZ can be found by first solving Schrödinger's equation to obtain the

eigenenergylevelsandthenusingthefollowingrelationto obtain kZ
kZ =

En

(2.33)

n=1,2,3...

For eachsub-band,the density of statesis
(2.34)

P(E) =nL

i. e. for eachsub-bandthe density of statesis constant.Thereforethe density of statesin a
singlequantumwell materialcan be describedby a seriesof stepsgiven by

8(E)

n=1 101 LZ

H[E - En]

(2.35)

where H[E- En] is Heaviside function. Fig. 2.9 is a schematic representationof the
densityof statesin a quantumwell.
If we use a multiple quantumwell (MQW) structure, insteadof the single quantumwell
(SQW), the density of statesis modified. When the barrier layers betweenwells are thick,
eachwell is independent,and the density of the entire MQW structureis simply N times
24

the density of statesfor a SQW, where N is number of wells. However, if the barrier is
thin or the barrier height is small, the energy levels in the adjacent wells are coupled,
which splits eachsingle well level into N different energylevels. In this case,the density
of statesis given by[13]
8(E) _ ý1 El

n

me H[E Enk}
-

(2.36)

where Enk (k=1,2,... N) are the energylevels that split from the correspondingsingle
well energylevel En. The differencebetweenthe maximum and minimum valuesof Ek
indicates the broadeningof eachQW level due to coupling. For the step-like density of
statesto be preservedin a MQW structure,the broadeningdueto thecoupling betweenthe
wells must be smallerthanthe broadeningdue to intrabandrelaxation[ 131.

E

kx, ky

p(E)

Fig. 2.9 Energy bands(left) and density of states(right) for a quantumwell structure

2.7 Optical Absorption

2.7.1 Excitonic Effects in MQWs

Interbandoptical absorption always involves the creation of electron-hole pairs in which
the electron and hole are attracteddue to Coulombic forces. Since the electron and hole
25

interact, they cannot be regardedassingle particle statesand thereforethe conceptof the
exciton must be introduced.An exciton is defined asan electron-holepair which is bound
together like a hydrogen atom but free to move through the lattice. In bulk
semiconductors,peaksare observedin the absorptionspectrumdue to excitonsbut only at
low temperaturessincethe weakly bounde-h pair is easily ionisedby phononinteractions.
The confinement of excitons in a QW modifies the spherically symmetric orbit by
squashingit into the quantumwell plane.The reducedaverageseparationof the electron
andhole increasesthe Coulombic force betweenthem andleadsto an increasein bonding
energy. Theseincreasesmeanthat the thermal energy required to ionise them increases
which, in turn, meansthat excitonscan exist at room temperaturein a MQW structureand
thus they have an important effect on the absorptionspectrum.There are excitonic states
associatedwith each stepin the optical absorptionspectrum,with two peaksobservedat
each transition. The lower energy peak is associatedwith an exiton created from an
electron and a heavy-hole, while the higher energy peak is associatedwith a light-hole
exciton. In general,excitonsarein the is hydrogenicgroundstateandlie at an energyjust
below the stepin the densityof statesfunction.
The binding energyfor an exciton in 3-dimensionsis given by:

'jD =_ -2£
where

(2.37)

me+ mh

µr =**

(2.38)

memh

is the reducedeffective massof the exciton, ande is thedielectric constantof the material.
Similar to the hydrogenatom, there is a seriesof energylevels for an exciton, with the
energyfor thenthenergylevel being given by
EnD = Eg +3n

n=1,2,...

where Eg is the bandgapenergyof semiconductor.
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(2.39)

In a purely 2-dimensionalcase.the bindingenergyis increasedby a factor of 4 giving
82D

22h

(2.40)

In reality, both the finite width of the quantumwell and penetrationof the electronand
hole wavefunctionsinto barriersresult in a quasi 2D exciton with a binding energylying
somewherebetween B2D and B3D.It is this increasein the binding energy that allows
excitonsto be observableat room temperaturein MQW structures.

2.7.2 Polarisation

Dependence of Absorption

Spectra

The absorptionspectrumof an MQW structureis polarisation dependent.It is found that
for light with TE polarisation,which is polarisedin the plane of the quantumwell, there
±3/2>, while the
are two excitonic peaks.Oneis associatedwith the heavy-holeband 13/2,
other is relatedto the light-hole band13/2,
±1/2>. The relative absorptionstrengthsare 3: 1
for heavy : light hole respectively.For light polarisedperpendicularto the plane of the
wells (TM), only one peak is observed,correspondingto light-hole excitation which gives
relativeabsorptionstrengthsof 0: 1for theheavy : light hole excitations.

2.8 Effects of an Electric Field on the properties of Quantum Wells

By applying an electric field, the properties of quantum well can be radically changed,
giving effects which can be utilised in different optoelectroniccomponents.The electric
field can be applied either parallel to the plane of the wells or, more usefully,
perpendicularly.Before analysingtheeffect an electric field hason an MQW structure,it is
worth consideringtheeffect on a bulk semiconductor.

2.8.1 The Franz-Keldysh Effect
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When a large DC electric field (=105 V/cm ) is applied to a semiconductor, optical
absorption can occur below the band edge, due to the fact that conduction and valence
band wavefunctions have evanescent tails in the forbidden gap with some overlap. This
effect is called the Franz-Keldysh Effect. The optical effects associated with the FranzKeldysh mechanism in 3D are usually quite limited, however, because large electric fields
lead to a smearing out of the absorption edge as the electron and hole wavefunctions have
diminished spatial overlap with increasedfield.

2.8.2 Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE)

The situationis quite different in quantumwells. As displayedin Fig. 2.10, a large energy
shift occursdue to a major changein the potential well, with the energy shift (Ea - Eb)
being proportional to the squareof applied field. In addition, large electric fields can be
applied,while retaining finite electron-holeoverlap.This effect is the effect known asthe
QuantumConfined StarkEffect (QCSE)

.

E=0

E>O

nduction
d

Ea
Eb
:lence
nd

Ea>E

Fig. 2.10 Quantum confined Stark effect
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The main featuresof the QCSE are that the exciton associatedwith the n=1 transition
moves to lower energies[14] and that exciton resonanceremains resolvablefor electric
field strengthsof up to 50 timestheclassicalexciton ionisationfield[ 15].

2.9 Summary

In this chapter, the properties of InP and related compoundshave been reviewed. The
energylevels,densityof statesin onedimensionconfined quantumwell, as well asoptical
absorptionspectrumand theeffects of an electric field on the propertiesof quantumwell
havebeendiscussed.
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3. QuantumWell Intermixing Using Laser Processand
PlasmaProcess

3.1 Introduction

In this chapterseveraltechniques,namely, photo-absorptioninduceddisordering(PAID),
pulsed-PAID (P-PAID), a combinationof PAID and P-PAID, as well as plasmaprocess
induced disordering, for quantum well intermixing of the InGaAs/InGaAsP material
systemare described.A simulationmodel to calculatethe eigenenergiesin an intermixed
quantumwell is alsopresented.

3.2 Photoluminescence Measurements

The photoluminescence(PL) measurementset-up is shown in Fig. 3.1. A Nd:YAG laser
beamoperating at 1.064.tm was coupled into a multimode fibre using a xlO microscope
objective lens.By gluing the samplesto themultimode fibre, the photoluminescence
signal
was collected by the fibre and coupled into a double spectrometer. PL, which can be
measuredat both room temperatureand at 77K (by immersing the samplesin liquid
nitrogen),was automaticallyrecorded using a computer.
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Fig. 3.1 PL measurementset-up

3.3 Photon Absorption Induced Disordering (PAID)

Severallaserinduced disorderingtechniqueshavebeendevelopedfor the GaAs/AlGaAs
system[ 1,2]. Theseprocessesrequire high power densitiesto melt the material, but the
quality of the recrystallisedmaterial may be poor [3], and if used in high energy pulsed
modecan introducethermalshockdamage.

Photo-absorption induced disordering is an alternative laser disordering technique [4]
which uses laser annealing and represents a promising process for the InGaAsP system.
Essentially, PAID relies on band gap dependent absorption of incident laser irradiation
within the active region of a multilayer structure. Heat is then generated by carrier cooling
and non radiative recombination, causing interdiffusion

of layers to take place. The

resulting material is of high optical and electrical quality [5], [6]. However, the spatial
resolution is limited by lateral heat flow to around several hundred pm [7].

This sectionbriefly describesthe principle of heat productiondue to absorptionof light in
the InGaAsPmaterialsystem,and the processesinvolved in the technique
.
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3.3.1 Absorption of Light in a Semiconductor

The absorption of light by semiconductor material is substantially dependenton the
bandgapdiagram of the different epi-layerswithin the structure.This meansthat, for any
appreciableabsorptionto takeplace,the bandgapdiagramof the materialmustbe lessthan
the photon energy of the light. Fig. 3.2 shows the bandgapof different layers within a
typical InGaAs(P) multiple quantum well laser structure. Also indicated is the photon
energyof theincident laserirradiationfrom a Nd:YAG laser(A,=1.064µm).

r
T

InGaAsP
1.064µm barrers

GaAs
wells

'
InPcladding
layers

Fig. 3.2 Bandgapdiagramof different layers within an InGaAs(P) MQW laser structure

From this diagram it is obvious that absorptionshould only take place within the active
region of the epilayer, with the indium phosphide substrateand cladding layers being
virtually transparent.Absorption in the active region will causeelectronsto be promoted
from thevalencebandto emptystatesin theconductionband.

3.3.2 Generation of Heat inside a Semiconductor

The electrons which are promoted to the conduction band by the laser irradiation will cool
rapidly, giving up their energy to the crystal lattice through phonon emission[8]. Due to
the large difference between electron and phonon energies, the energy exchange typically
requires emission of several phonons and occurs on a time scale of the order of a few
picoseconds.
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After the electron has "cooled" and occupies a stateat the bottom of the conduction band, it
will recombine with a hole in the valence band and either emit a photon or not. The process
in which an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band recombine
without emitting a photon is called nonradiative recombination. This can be due to
imperfections

in the material or different

processes such as Auger

non-radiative

recombination. Since energy must be conserved, this recombination also contributes to
heating the crystal lattice. Of course, the photons emitted by the e-h recombination may
themselves be re-absorbed and contribute to lattice heating. This process is known as
photon recycling and has been observed in InP [9]. Energy exchange between the
electrons and the lattice causesthe material to heat up.

3.3.3 Experiments

Fig. 3.3 shows the experimental set-up for Photon Absorption Induced Disordering
(PAID). The laser used was a CW Nd: YAG laser operated at 1064 nm. The output power
of the laser was adjusted by varying the current, which, in turn, changed the pumping
power of the laser, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The laser beam was expanded using a lens, with
a focal length of 20 mm, to avoid damaging samples by high intensity laser beam burning.
In addition, the larger beam size is an advantage for uniform heating, and therefore
intermixing, in large areasamples.

Mirror

Nd: YAG laser
beaml. 06 µm

Lens: f=20 mm

Sample

Hotplate

Fig. 3.3 Experimental set-up for PAID
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Fig. 3.4 The dependenceof the output power of the laseron the pumping current

Samples were coated with a layer of 500 nm PECVD Si02, which acted both as an
antireflection coating and as a protective layer against surface reactions with atmosphere
during the subsequent high temperature process. During the PAID process, the samples
were placed on a piece of polished ceramic and then raised to a background temperature of
around 340°C, by using a hotplate. The increase in the background temperature reduced
the incident laser power density required to heat the material up to the temperature at which
intermixing would occur.

The samples were irradiated using the CW laser for, typically, 2-5 mins, depending on the
power density of the laser. By comparing the blue shifts of the samples with those of
samples annealed using RTA, the temperature of the samples was estimated to be around
620-680 °C

.

An attempt to measure the temperature of the sample was made using a

thermocouple, however, the measured temperatures were much higher than that expected
(up to 10(x) °C), inaccuracy being due to the fact that the thermocouple was being heated
directly by the laser irradiation while the measurementswere carried out.
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3.3.4 Results

The blue-shifts are dependenton laser power density and irradiation time. Fig. 3.5 shows
this dependencefor a given power density of about 2 W/mm2. Fig. 3.6 shows a typical
PL spectrumfor an intermixed sample,thePL for an as-grownsampleis alsoshown.
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Fig. 3.5 Wavelength shift dependenton irradiation time of the laser (the laser power density is
about 2 W/mm2)
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Fig. 3.6 77 K PL spectrafor as-grownand PAID sample
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1490

As can be seen from Fig. 3.6-3.7, a blue-shift of 140nm (91 meV) was obtained. The
maximum blue-shift observedfrom this samplewas 170 nm (115 meV). The PL spectra
of intermixed samplesexhibited a reductionin PL intensity by a factor of around7, and a
broadeningof the PL peak.The FWHMs (full width at half maximum) were 23 meV and
14 meV for the intermixed sample and as-grown sample, respectively. However, it is
believedthat the degradationof the optical quality after intermixing, has little effect on
passivedevicesfabricatedusing the intermixed material, althoughthe active devices,e.g.
lasers,may havelower efficiency andhigher thresholdcurrent [5].

3.3.5 The Spatial Resolutions of PAID

To measurethe spatial resolutionof PAID process,a samplewas coatedwith 500 nm of
PECVD Si02, then patterneda layer of a NiCr-Au with thicknesses10 nm and 200 nm
respectively to form a control region. The sampleswere processedwith different laser
beamsizes,then the spatial resolutionwas measuredusing a set-upsimilar to that shown
in Fig. 3.1, except that a micopositioner was used to move the samples.The ultimate
resolution of the set-up, which is around 50 µm, is limited by the resolution of the
multimodefiber usedwhich has a diameterof 50 µm. 77 K PL was measuredalong a line
perpendicularto the metal mask interface. Fig. 3.7 shows the measured77 K PL shift
acrossthe sample.If the spatialresolution is defined asthe transition region in which PL
blue shift varies from 10%-90%of the maximum differential blue-shift, as is shown in
Fig 3.7, the spatial resolution would be about 300 µm and 810 µm for laser beam sizes
of 2 mm and 6 mm, respectively.
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Fig. 3.7 Spatial resolution of PAID process.The laser beam size (FWHM) is about 2 mm (a)
and 6 mm (b).

3.4 Pulsed Photon Absorption

Induced Disordering (P-PAID)

The PAID techniqueis a reliable andreproducibleprocess,however,due to heatdiffusion,
the spatial resolution is limited to several tens to severalhundredsof pm. In contrast,
the P-PAID processoffers much betterresolution,with experimentalresultsindicating the
resolution better than 20 pm [10,11]. P-PAID processinvolves irradiating sampleswith
high energylaserpulsesfrom a Q-switchedNd:YAG laserto producetransientheatingin
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the crystal. Point defects are createdby the associatedrapid thermal expansion. These
point defectssubsequentlydiffuse during high temperatureanneal,so enhancingthe QWI
rate.

3.4.1 The Thermal Stability of the Material

In the P-PAID process,the annealingconditions,i.e. annealingtimes and temperature,are
very critical. For a given annealingtime, the optimum annealingtemperatureshould be
such that the control samplehaszero or minimal shift, while the intermixed samplehas as
large a shift aspossible.Obviously,this temperatureis the threshold temperaturewhich is
defined as the temperatureat which thermal intermixing starts to occur. To find this
temperature,the thermalstability of the materialwas measured.

The material structure (wafer No. MR743) used in the experiment is identical to that
describedin the chapter6 (seesection 6.8). It should be pointed out that the material was
grown on a Sn-dopedn+ InP substratewhich had an etch pit density (EPD) of around
5x 104 cm-2, while normally used S-doped n+ InP has an EPD of less than 500 cm-2.
Experiment[ 12] hasshownthat the QWs grown on Sn-dopedsubstratearemore thermally
stablethan thosegrown on a S-dopedsubstrate.It hasalso beenfound that the differential
shift of the material after processing using P-PAID is very different for the
InGaAs/InGaAsPgrown on Sn- and S-dopedsubstratesas shown in Fig. 3.8.
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A set of sampleswas annealed at different temperatures.Fig. 3.9 shows the thermal
stability of the material. As can be seen,the threshold temperatureis dependenton the
RTA time. The thermal intermixing thresholdtemperaturesare around680 °C and 705°C
for theRTA annealingtimesof 120s and 60 s respectively.
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Fig. 3.9 Thermal stability of the material (MR743)
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3.4.2 The P-PAID Experiment

The experimental set-up for the P-PAID process is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Convex
in ii nor

Sample

Fig. 3.10 P-PAID experimental set-up

The laser used was a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, operating at a repetition frequency of
10 Hz and pulse length of -7 ns at a wavelength of 1.064 µm. The laser beam was
expandedusing a convex mirror, and, by adjusting the distancebetween the sampleand
the mirror, theenergydensity of thelaserpulseincident on the samplecan be controlled to
avoid possible damageto the sampleby the high pulse energy density laser beam. The
pulseenergydensity incident on the samplewascalculatedby measuringthe powerin the
beamandusingthe following equation:

(3.1)

Af

where j is pulse energy density, p is the measuredpower, A is the area of the laser
beam,and f is therepetition frequency.

Samplesof area 2x2 mm2, coated with 200 nm PECVD Si02, were irradiated at room
temperatureat normal incidenceto the surfacefor times of 60 - 600 s with power energy
densities of from 0.01 to 0.15 mJ/mm2. The samples were subsequently thermally
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annealedusingthe RTA, at temperaturesfrom 700-725 °C for times of 60 - 180s. PL was
measuredto check the bandgapshift of thesamples.

3.4.3 Results and Discussions

Fig. 3.11 shows a typical PL spectrum of an intermixed sample measured at 77 K.
Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 show the dependenceof the bandgap blue-shift on irradiation
conditions. As can be seenfrom Fig. 3.10, although the peak has blue shifted by 76 nm
relativeto the control, it hasbroadenedfrom 16to 39 meV (FWHM) and its peakintensity
hasdroppedby a factor of 12.The control samplealso shifted by around20 nm relativeto
as-grownmaterial.From Figures3.11 and3.12, it can be seenthat the blue shift increases
with the number and energy density of the laser pulses,however this increasetends to
saturateafter some point. This may be attributed to the formation of extended defects
which are believed to trap mobile point defects, thereby decreasing the rate of
intermixing [131.
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Fig. 3.11 77 K PL spectrafor control sample and P-PAID samplewhich was irradiated for 3 mins. The
pulse energy density was 0.2 mJ mm-z,and both the control and the P-PAID sampleswere annealedfor

120s at 720 °C
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3.4.4 The Spatial Resolution of P-PAID

Due to the fact that the pulse width of the laser used is very short, around 7 ns, the
generationof point defectsis very localised,giving the techniquea potentially high spatial
resolution.Measurementof thespatial resolutionwas performedusing room-temperature
time-resolved photoluminescence(TRPL). Sample was prepared with a metal mask
suspendeda few hundredµm abovethe surface during irradiation. TRPL measurements
were madeusing a 20-pm-diameterexcitation spot, moving the sampleby incrementsof
20 µm betweenmeasurements-the
precision being limited by the mechanicalprecisionof
the translation stage used. The results which are shown in Fig. 3.14, indicate that the
interfaceis clearly definedwith a precisionof betterthan 20 µm as the recombinationtime
reducedfrom 35±5 ns in the maskedregion to <1 ns in the pulsed laserexposedregion.
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Fig. 3.14 Spatial resolution of P-PAID process,after [ 11].
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500

3.5 Quantum Well Intermixing

by Combining both Q-Switched and CW

Lasers
3.5.1 Experiment

One of the potential problems encounteredwith P-PAID is the possible formation of
extendeddefects.If a high density of point defectsis createdthesemay coalesceto form
extendeddefectswhich are believedto trap mobile defects,therebydecreasingthe rate of
intermixing [13]. In order to overcomethis problem, a combination of the PAID and PPAID processeswas used, in which a sample is irradiated by a pulsed laser, while
simultaneouslybeingannealedwith a CW laser.In this case,it is believedthat the thermal
energysuppliedby theCW lasershouldassisttherapid diffusion of point defects,thereby
reducing the probability for extendedpoint defect formation. This should enablelarger
bandgapshifts to be obtained and concurrently lead to an overall improvement in the
quality of processedmaterial.

Intermixing was carried out by simultaneously exposing the material to both a CW
Nd:YAG laserwith a powerdensity of 2 W/mm2 anda Q-switchedNd:YAG laser,with a
pulse length of 7 ns, and a repetition frequency of 10 Hz, as is shown in Fig. 3.15.
CW Nd:YAG laser
beam (1.06 µm)
Pulse Nd: YAG laser
beam (1.06 µm)
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Fig. 3.15 A schematicrepresentationof P-PAID+PAID process
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3.5.2

Results
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Fig. 3.16 77 K PL spectrafor sampleirradiated by the CW laser (thin line) and sampleirradiated by both
the CW and pulsedLaser(thick line)

Fig. 3.16 shows a 77K PL spectrum obtainedfor a sampleexposedto both the CW and
pulsed laser. Also shown is the spectrum of a control sampleexposed to the CW laser
only. This undergoesa blue shift of 30 nm comparedto the as-grown material, however
the shift of the materialsimultaneouslyexposedto the pulsedbeamis significantly larger,
leading to an overall differential shift of 70 nm. Comparedto the P-PAID process,it is
noticeablethat the PL spectrumremainsof high quality after QWI, with the PL intensity
apparentlyincreasingafter processing(though this may be due to atmosphericabsorption
in the 1.4to 1.5 µm spectralregion), and the PL peakremaining narrow, with a width of
26 meV FWHM comparedto 20 meV for the control (CW exposedonly).

3.6 Plasma Processing

Intermixing by plasmaprocessing[14] involves the depositionof a sputteredSi02 film
and subsequentannealing,either using CW laser or using RTA. During the deposition.
Point defectsare createdclose to the semiconductorsurfacedue to exposureof the sample
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to the plasmawhich, during the annealingstage,diffuse into the active region,leadingto a
in the intermixingrate.
significantenhancement

3.6.1 Experiments

Sampleswerepatternedso that only areasto be intermixed wereexposedto the sputtering
plasma. First a sample coated with PECVD Si02 of 200 nm was patterned using
photolithographyand the Si02 was etchedin buffered HF. The photoresistand Si02 over
theregionsnot to be disorderedwereleft on the sampleafter HF-etchingso asto protectto
the surface of the sampleduring the subsequentsputteringprocess.200 nm of sputtered
Si02 was depositedin a Nordiko sputteringmachine,using an Ar: 02 gasmixture and RF
power of 100W, DC bias of 1 kV and a gas pressureof 5x10-3 mbar. The samplewas
then cleanedin acetoneto remove the photoresist,and annealedusing either an RTA for
times from 120s to 210 s at a temperatureof 625 °C, or a CW Nd:YAG laser emitting at
1.064 gm for 3-5 minutes with a power density of 1.5 W/mm2, which is significantly
lower than that requiredfor thePAID process.

3.6.2 Results

and Discussions

Fig. 3.17 shows the dependenceof the peak wavelength of the spectra for the plasma
exposed samples (sputtered Si02 coated), on the RTA time. Fig. 3.18 shows the PL
spectraof the control regions,plasmaexposedregionsbefore andafter annealingusing the
CW laser, measured at 77 K, and of as-grown material. Fig. 3.19 shows 77 K PL
spectra for the plasma processed sample, alone with the control sample which was
annealedusing RTA annealingat 625 °C for 210 s.

As can be seenfrom Fig. 3.17, the plasmaexposedsampleshave an increasingblue-shift,
with a maximum blue-shift of around 110nm, while the peak wavelengthof the spectra
for samples coated with PECVD Si02 (which had not exposed to plasma) remain
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unchangedfor RTA times from 150s to 210 s. This is due to the fact that the samples
with sputteredSi02 capsstart to exhibit initial bandgapshift at a temperatureof -550 °C
[ 14], which is significantly lower than required for thermally induced intermixing, being
about650 °C for the InGaAsPmaterialsystemfor the annealingtimesusedhere.Therefore
the energyblue-shift in the control region is almost completely suppressed,while blueshift of up to 110nm in the disorderedregions can be obtained.Also, it is noticeablethat
there hasa small blue-shift (-10 nm) for plasmaexposedsampleseven before annealing.
Comparing Fig. 3.18 with Fig. 3.19, we can conclude that both annealing techniques
havesimilar effectsin termsof amountof intermixing and, PL quality.
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Fig. 3.17 Wavelengthshift dependenton RTA time for the sampleexposedto plasma (sputteredSi02) and
control sample(PECVD SiO2).Annealing temperatureis 625 °C.
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3.6.3 Spatial Selectivity of the Plasma Process

Fig. 3.20 shows the variation of 77 K PL peak wavelength across a patterned sample,
half of which was coated with sputteredSi02. The samplewas annealedusing the CW
laser. As can be seen,the transitionregion is around50 µm. However, due to the fact that
the resolutionof the experimentalset-upis around 50 µm, limited by the multimode fibre
usedwhich has a diameterof 50 µm, the resolution of the plasmaprocesscould be much
betterthan this value.
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Fig. 3.20 Spatialselectivity of plasmaprocess(laser annealing)

3.7 Simulation of Quantum Well Intermixing

3.7.1 Calculation of Profile of Intermixed Quantum Well

During the processof quantumwell intermixing, the exchangeof group V species,i.e. P
and As, and group III speciesi.e. Ga and In, between wells and barriers causesthe
intermixing of wells. The calculation of the profile of intermixed quantum wells can be
basedon Fick's law [ 15] of interdiffusion.
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3.7.1.1

Fick's

Law

Diffusion is the process by which matter is transportedfrom one part of a system to
anotherasa result of randommolecularmotions. The mathematicaltheory of diffusion is
basedon the hypothesisthat the rate of transferof diffusion of a substancethrough a unit
area of a section is proportional to the concentration gradient measurednormal to the
section, i.e.

t)
F=-Dacaz,

(3.2)

where F is the rateof diffusion per unit areaof section,in units of m-2s-1,
D is the diffusion coefficient in units of m2s-1,
C(z,t) is the matterconcentrationin unit of m-3.
The negativesign in Eq. (3.2) arisesbecausediffusion occursin the oppositedirection to
that of increasingconcentration.

3.7.1.2 Differential

Equation of Diffusion

By consideringdiffusion through an elementof volume in the form of cylinder with unit
crosssectionarea,the diffusion equationcan be written as:
wt-

ä2Z2

(3.3)

In the one dimensionalcase,a solution to theEq. (3.3)is
I

C(z,t)= ýA exp(- D)
4Dt
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(3.4)

where A is a constant.Eq.(3.4) representsthe diffusion from an infinite concentrationat
z=0 and tom, with diffusion profile being symmetricabout z. The total diffusion per unit
area is given by

+oo
M= f C(z,t)dz=2A irD
-00

(3.5)

SubstitutingEq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.4), then gives

C(z, t)=2t

3.7.1.3 Extended Initial

2
eXp( 4Dt)

(3.6)

Distribution

So far we have consideredonly casesin which all of the diffusing speciessubstanceis
concentratedinitially in a plane. More frequently, in practice, such as a quantum well
source, the initial distribution has a finite width. The solution for such an initial
distribution can be obtainedby integratingEq. (3.6)
2
+0
Co
C(Z't)= 12
exp(--4Dt)dý

(3.7)

The resultantintegration can be expressedin terms of the complementaryerror function
erfc(x):

C(z,t)=

Co
erfc(2

'

(3.8)

f exp(_E2)d,
0

(3.9)

Dt

where
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3.7.1.4 Modelling of Quantum Well Interdiffusion

Measurement of the X-ray rocking curve of a InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW material structure
lattice matched to InP shows that no strain occurs after intermixing, hence it can be
assumed that the material remains lattice matched to InP during the intermixing process.
Under this assumption, we can use the concentration of P in the well and the barrier as an
indication of the degree of intermixing.

At the initial time, t=0, the barrierconcentrationis C1,the well concentrationis C2. The
solution in the QW caseis the sum of the solutions of the left and right barrier diffusion.
For the left diffusion, we have

CL

2

(Cl -C2)erf(Z2

(3.10)

Dt2)

For the right diffusion, we have

CR=(Cl-C2)[1-ZI

e7f(Z2-w/
Dt2)l

(3.11)

where w is the width of the well. Combining the two equations above, the diffusion
solution for a quantumwell is

C(x, t)=(CI -C2)[l-

12 z-w/2)+
erf(2V1

12
+w/
erf(Z2
Dt2)]

(3.12)

Fig. 3.20 shows the calculated profile with a parameter of diffusion length LD
=

Dt

.
for an InGaAs/InGaAsP well with well width of 80 A. As can be seen, the concentration
at the well-barrier interfaces is always equal to the average value of the concentrations in
the well and barriers for a diffused well, regardless of the diffusion length. For the well
shown in Fig. 3.20, with the diffusion length is in the range of 0-20 A, the profile of the
well in the bottom of the well narrows with increase of the diffusion length. This change in
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the well profile would have the effect of raising confined electron and hole energy levels,
while the bulk bandgap energy, which is associated with the concentration at the bottom of
A, a change of the
the well is little changed. When the diffusion length is larger than 20
concentration at the bottom of the well starts to occur, and the electrons in the conduction
band and holes in the valence band will see less spatial confinement than before.
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Fig. 3.20 Profile of the concentrationof atomic P in a InGaAs/InGaAsPquantumwell

3.7.2 Calculation of Energy levels in an Intermixed Quantum Well

3.7.2.1 The Schrödinger Equation in an Arbitrary

Quantum Well

The 1-D Schrödinger equation in an arbitrary quantum well potential profile (see
Fig. 3.21) can be written as[ 13]:

_h2 dd
ný*1

did
.) +V(z)u(z)=Eu(z)
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(3.13)

where m*(z) is the effective mass of electrons in the wells and is assumed to be
independentof energy, u(z) is theenvelopewave function of SchrödingerEquation, V(z)
is potential profile of the well, E is the eigenenergy.Bounded light hole and heavy hole
energiesand envelopefunctions are determinedfrom Eq. (3.13), using the valence band
potential profile and appropriatelight hole and heavy hole effective masses.At any point
z, u(z) shouldmeetthefollowing conditions:

u(z-) = u(z+)

m*ýZ )u

(Z-) =

(3.14)

(Z+)

(3.15)

m*ýZ+)u

The envelopewave function exponentiallydecaysto 0 in both the left andthe right
barriers,so the envelopewave function can be written in the form

UM(z)=
u(z) =

uw(Z)

Z<_0
O<Z<W

ubR(Z) =R e-ß(z-W)

Z>W

äeuz

(3.16)

where
a=

12mBL(VBL E)
2
hi

(3.17)

and

ImßR(VBR-E)
(3.18)

and uw"(z) is the envelope function in the well regions O<_
z<_W, which we wish to
evaluateby solving Schrödinger'sequation.
where VBL and VBRare barrier heightsat the left andright of the well-barrier interfaces,
respectively,as shownin Fig. 3.21, while i4L and in*
electronat the left andright barriers.
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are the effective massesof the

3.7.2.2 Shooting Method

The Schrödinger'sequationin arbitrary potentialprofile of quantumwell cannotbe solved
analytically. Many numeric methodshave beendevelopedto solve the problem[16-19].
Here, we describe the shooting method, which is simple but very accurate.The method
can be describedasfollows:
1. Assumean energylevel Epin Schrödinger'sequation;
2. calculatethe envelopewave function usingthe boundaryconditionsat the left boundary
asthe initial conditions;

3. Theenvelopewavefunctioncanbeevaluatedusinga Taylorseriesexpansion;
4. Check if the envelopewave function satisfiesthe boundary conditions at the right side
of the well, if it does,this meansthe assumedE0 is one of eigenenergies,if not, modify
the EOand start the processagain .

A new variable, Z, which is definedas:
Z=az

(3.19)

is introduced,where

a=

2ý

zo =0.5117 A'1

(3.20)

where mo is the mass of free electron, ED=1 eV, e is electron charge, and zp=1 Ä.
Through this variable substitution, the Schrödinger's equation Eq. (3.13) can be
transformedto a dimensionlessequation:
d
ino A(Z) )= f(Z)u(Z)
dZ(1, *(Z) dZ

(3.21)

f'(Z) = V(Z) -E

(3.22)

where
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Defining

t(Z) _

nzo d u(Z)
m*(Z) dZ

(3.23)

the second order differential equation is converted into a system of two first order

equations:

7z-u(Z) _) rm
d

(3.24)

t(Z)

t(Z) = f(Z)u(Z)

(3.25)

To solve the equationsnumerically, the well is divided into n segmentsas is shown in
Fig. 3.21.
VBR
VBL

i
i
o

zl

Z2

Z

zn

W

Fig. 3.21 An illustration of arbitrary potentialwell and discretisationmethod

Equations (3.25) and (3.26) can be computedusing a Taylor seriesexpansionwhich are,
neglectingthird orderandhigher terms
z
IZ0.OZ2
u(Zp + OZ) = u(Zp) + d2 Iz AZ +f
2
.
dZd

(3.26)

r(Zo+OZ)=r(Z0)+dtiz.
dZ

(3.27)
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AZ

Substituting Eq. (3.24) and (3.25) into Eq. (3.26) and (3.27), and writing them in the
form of iteration, gives:

u(n + 1)= u(n) +

()

t(n). h +2

ý)

u(n)f (n)h2

t(n + 1) = t(n) + u(n) f (n)h

(3.28)

(6.29)

where h is iteration step.

Before starting the iteration, the starting values,i. e., the initial conditions u(O) and t(O)

The conditions,foundby consideringequations(3.14),(3.15)and
shouldbe determined.
(3.16), are:

(3.30a)

U(O)=ä

t(0) _

'*' A
m( (0)

(3.30b)

where m* (0) is the effective mass of carriers at left boundary, and A is arbitrary constant.
For an assumed value of E, the corresponding envelope wave functions in the region
[0, W] can be integrated using equations. However, the envelop wave function calculated
above generally do not satisfy the boundary conditions at the right boundary of the well,
which means a new trial value of E should be used until the following boundary condition
is satisfied (see Fig. 3.22):

t(0) _

MIO A
m (W)

(3.31)

where, m*(W)is the effectivemassof carriersat right boundary.
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E=EO

E<Ep

E>Eo

Fig. 3.22 Calculated envelope function under different assumedenergy level E for a symmetric quantum
well. Ep is the true eigenenergylevel.

3.7.3 Calculated

Results

Fig. 3.23 plots the changesof carrier energylevel in intermixed quantumwells. Fig. 3.24

energywith diffusionlength,andFig. 3.25showsthe
showsthechangeof bulk bandgap
dependenceof peakwavelengthof room temperaturePL on diffusion length.
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Fig. 3.23 Energy levels for electrons (Ec1) and heavy holes (Ehh1, Ehh2, Ehh3) in a diffused
InGaAs/InGaAsPquantumwell for the Well width of 60 A (a) and 80 A (b).
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From the figures, it can be concludedthe blue-shift of PL peak wavelengthwhich is found
from

4=

Eg + Ed + Ehhl

(3.32)
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is primarily due to the change of the bulk bandgap energy at the centre of an interfused
well, while the change of both electron and hole energy levels in an intermixed quantum
well change relatively much less than the change of bulk bandgap energy. The energy
levels have an insignificant blue-shift with increasing diffusion length, but after some
point, they reach maximum values and then decrease to produce a red-shift. Also we can
see that a narrow well has a larger blue-shift compared to a wider well for a given
diffusion length. Using this property, the size spreading in a quantum dot array can be
considerably reduced by post-growth intermixing, and the width of photoluminescence of
material is reduced accordingly [20].

3.8 Summary

In this chapter,quantumwell intermixing in InGaAs/InGaAsPmaterial system has been
demonstrated using laser processesand a plasma process. PAID is a reliable and
reproducible process, and blue-shifts of up to 140 nm can be obtained, however,
unfortunately the spatial selectivity is limited to around several hundreds of µm. In
contrast, the P-PAID processoffers much better spatial resolution, being better than
20 µm, however the intermixed material suffers from poor optical quality asis indicated
by the reduced PL intensity and broader PL linewidth. In addition this processis less
reproducible and more sensitive to the quality of the substrateof wafers. An alternative
approachis to use a combinationof P-PAID and PAID. This processoffers a similar yield
to that of PAID, and further work needsto be carried out in order to take advantageof the
high spatialselectivity of the P-PAID process.The plasmaprocesshas provento be highly
successful,in the senseof larger differential blue-shifts (up to 120nm), almost complete
suppression of bandgap shifts in control regions, as well as potentially high spatial
resolution. Modelling of the intermixing of quantum wells was also performed and the
results indicate that the changesof the bulk bandgapenergy in the well is the principal
reasonfor the blue-shift of the PL.
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4. Multimode Interference Coupler Design,
Fabrication and Characterisation

4.1 Introduction

Optical couplersarekey componentsin photonicintegratedcircuits both for signalrouting
and signal processing, being used in power dividers, modulators and switches,
wavelengthmultiplexers and demultiplexers and polarisation splitter. There are several
typesof coupler being used,suchasdirectional couplers,zero gap two-modeinterference
couplers (TMI) and multimode interference (MMI) couplers. The major drawback of
directional couplers is their large size, typically, severalmm or more, due to their big
coupling length. TMI couplers consist of a two modedcentral waveguide (TMI section)
connectedto a pair of single-modedaccesswaveguides.Comparedto directionalcouplers,
TMI couplers are shorter, less sensitive to fabrication variations and less polarisation
dependent.However, the requirements of high power coupling efficiency and proper
mode excitation from the single-modedaccesswaveguidesto the TMI section limit the
branchingangle of accesswaveguidesto very small values(typically <2°) [1]. Due to the
finite resolution of the lithographic process, part of the area between the access
waveguidescannotbe well defined.This introducesconsiderableuncertaintyin the actual
length of TMI section, causing a spreadin coupler performance.Moreover, due to the
proximity of the access waveguides, extra modal coupling occurs [2], adding to the
performancespread.
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Replacing the TMI section with a (wider) MMI section will allow a good separation
between the accesswaveguides,eliminating the performance spread due to both the
limitation of the lithographic processresolution and the extra coupling in the access
waveguides. Furthermore, due to the high number of modes supported by the MMI
section, power coupling efficiencies are high and consequentlydevice excesslossesare
lower comparedto thoseof TMI couplers.

In this chapter, the basic waveguide theory and design are reviewed, and the design,
fabrication and assessmentof MMI couplers, using InGaAs/InGaAsP multi-quantum
wells material are documented.ImportantMMI coupler performanceparameterssuch as
the split ratio, which is theratio of optical power from oneof the output waveguideto that
from the other,arepresented.
4.2 Guided Waves in a Slab Dielectric Waveguide

4.2.1 Maxwell's

Equations

The waveguideis the basic componentof optoelectronicdeviceswhich interconnectsthe
variouscomponentsof an optical integratedcircuit. The behaviourof light in a waveguide
can be exactly describedby Maxwell's Equations,in termsof theelectromagneticfield as
,
follows:

V. D =p

V.B=o
VxE =-

VxH =

(4.1)

(4.2)

ä8

aD

(4.3)
(4.4)

+J

where D is electric displacementdensity, E is electric field strength, B is magnetic
induction density, H is magneticfield strengthand p is electric chargedensity.In addition
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to theseequations,there is a set of relationshipsknown as the material equations,which
link the field strengthE and H with the flux densities D and B respectively,through a
setof materialcoefficientswhich arerepresentativeof the bulk propertiesof matter. There
arethree of them,written as

J=aE

(4.5)

D= FE

(4.6)

B=µH

(4.7)

Here J is electric current density, a is conductivity, c is dielectric constant, and µ is
magneticpermeability.From theequationsabove,the wave equationcan be derivedas

V2E _

a2E

n2 a2E
-at2
C2 at2

02H=tea2H=n2

a2H

ate -C2
at2

Here, n= J,
c=

(4.8)

(4.9)

is the refractive index of material, Er is relative dielectric constant,

gF0 is light velocity in vacuum,and Epis dielectric constantof vacuum.It should be

noted that assumptionsof p=0 and J=O were made when the wave equations were
derived.

The field vector E (H) is generally a function of space position (x, y, z) and time t.
However,it is oftenthe casethat all fields involved will be harmonically varying at single
angularfrequencyw. This will occur in many situationsinvolving monochromaticlight. It
is then convenient to eliminate any time-dependencyby assuming a consinusoidallyvarying solution to the wave equations(4.8) and (4.9),

E(x, )', z, t) = E(x, y, z)el ax
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(4.10)

where the function E(x, y, z) accounts for the spatial dependence of the field, while the
exponential ei"

describes the time-variation. The use of such complex notation is

standard in electromagnetic theory. With this assumption, the wave equation can be
reduced to

V2E=n2 22 E=KöE

where Kp =n

=n

(4.11)

200
is the propagation constant,and Xp is the wavelength of light

consideredin free space.

4.2.2 Guided Waves in a Slab Dielectric Waveguide

4.2.2.1 Transverse Field Distribution

The boundary conditions for electromagnetic waves propagating in a waveguide at the
interfaces of the waveguide lead to the waves travelling in distinct modes. A mode, in this
sense, is a spatial distribution of optical energy in one or more dimensions. A slab
waveguide is a type of the simplest waveguides in which optical waves are guided in one
dimension. Fig. 4.1 is a schematic representation of a three layer waveguide, or slab
waveguide.

I
Fig. 4.1 Schematicdiagram ofa threelayer waveguide
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In a three layer slab waveguide, the composition of the layers is chosen such that
nj < n2> n3 asshownin Fig. 4.1. Theeffect of sandwichinghigh refractive index material
betweentwo lower indexlayersis thatthe light is confinedor "guided" due to the principle
of total internal reflection, when the light travels down along the waveguide. For
simplicity, only wavesof TE polarisationwill be consideredin the first instance.In this
case,the componentsof electrical field E in x and z direction are 0. The E field of a
wavetravelling in the z direction,with propagationconstant ß can be written as:

(4.12)

E= EX= E(x)ej(-ßz)

Substitutingthis equation into equation(4.11),the waveequationis reducedto
d2E

(ß2 - n12K02)E =0
d22 -

where n, (i=1,2,3)

(4.13)

are the indices of the three different layers. The solutions of the

differential Eq. (4.13) are

E=A exp[-q(x - w)]

w<x

(4.14a)

E= Bcos(kx - (D)

O<x<w

(4.14b)

E= Cexp(px)

x<O

(4.14c)

where

q2=R2-n? Ko2'

(4.15a)

k2=rjK02-ß2

(4.15b)

P2=ß2-n3KO2'

(4.15c)

andthe A, B, C and D are arbitrary constants.Thus the solution to the wave equation
for guided modesin a planar slab waveguideis, as would be expected,oscillatory in the
guiding region andexponentiallydecayingoutsideof thatregion.
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4.2.2.2 Resonant Conditions

The boundaryconditionsrequirethat E(x) and its gradient

dam)

are continuousat each

interface x=0 and x=w. Application of the boundaryconditions to the equations(4.14)
yields the following dispersionrelationwhich is also known asthe eigenvalueequation:

2kw - 201- 202 = 2mn

(4.16)

tan(DI=k

(4.17)

tan4>2=k,

(4.18)

where

and m-O, 1,2... is the order of mode, and 01,462 are the Goos-Hänchenshifts [11
Eq.(4.16) indicatesthat the total phasechangeof a point on a wavefront which travels up
and down in the x-direction for a round trip must be a multiple of 27T,in order to have
constructiveinterference.The dispersionequation(4.16)can alsobe written as:

tan(kw)=k

(4.19)

It can be shown that only certain values of (3 can satisfy Eq. (4.19), which meansthe
waveguide will only support a discreteset of guided modes.In the case of a symmetric

theeigenvalue
waveguide,
equationcanbereducedto

tan(y)

tan(

kw)

=k

Even modes

(4.20)

=-p

Odd modes

(4.21)

It is convenientto define the normalisedthicknessas:
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1/2

V= Ko w (nj-nl)

(4.22)

then theeigenvalueequationcan befurther reducedto
v22
tan(u) =

tan(u)

where

u

u
V2
4u

Even modes

(4.23)

Odd modes

(4.24)

u=2

For light with TM polarisation,by analogy with equation (4.19) the dispersionequation
can be obtainedas
22

k(pn2 +q-2)
n3

tan(kw) =
k2-p

n12
2
n2 n
n3

(4.25)

q2
nl

The eigenvalueequationis a transcendentalequation,so it can only be solvednumerically
or graphically. Fig. 4.2 shows a typical graphic representationof eigenvalue equations
(4.20) and (4.21), for different normalisedthickness V1 and V2, and indicates that the
waveguidecan support2 and4 TE modesfor Vl and V2 respectively.
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Fig. 4.2 Graphic solution of the eigenequations.The solutions for the even and odd modesare represented
by the crosspoints of the V-curve with the thin and thick lines, respectively

The graphic method is a simple and straightforward way, but of limited accuracy.
Alternatively, the eigenvalueequationscan be easily solvedby numerical methods,which
can offer very high precision.The table4.1 showsthe results of numericalsolution.

table 4.1 Numerical results for different normalised thickness

V value

uO(1st mode)

u1(2nd mode)

2

1.02988

1.8955

5

1.30644

2.5958

4.2.2.3 Cut-off

u3(3rd mode)

3.8375

u4(4th mode)

4.9063

conditions

In order for the slab waveguide to guide light, the propagation constant must lie in the
range n1,3Ko<O<n2Kp.If 0= n1Kp for a particular wavelength, light will no longer be
confined by the waveguide,but will refract into the cladding layers. If this occurs, the
waveguide cannot propagate light at this frequency. This is known as the cut off
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condition. For the case of a symmetric waveguide (n1 = n2), it can be found from
equations(4.16)-(4.18)that thecut-off condition for TE polarisedlight is given by:
(4.26)

V=Kpw(n7-n1)1/2_mlr

or
m2ý2
w2 (nl+n2)

An=(n2-n1)>

(m=0,1,2,... )

(4.27)
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Fig. 4.3 Mode cut-off conditionsfor a symmetricalthree layer waveguide

Fig. 4.3 showsthe modecut-off conditions for a symmetricthree layer waveguide.As can
be seen, larger refractive index differences, and larger waveguide widths will support
more modes. The lowest mode (zero order mode) does not exhibit a cut-off as all the
othersdo, which implies that light at any wavelengthis guidedin this mode no matterhow
small therefractive change,or guidedlayer thicknessis.

4.3 Channel

waveguides

The slab waveguidesdiscussedin the preceding sectionsonly provide one-dimensional
optical confinement. Two-dimensional optical confinement is required in many device
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configurations such as a variety of lasers, switches, and others based on ridge and buried
waveguide configurations. The additional confinement can help to bring about desirable
device characteristics such as low threshold current, possible single mode operation, or
savings in drive power. The following section will discuss the solutions for guiding in rib
or stripe guides. Examples of these types of guide, in which the light is confined laterally
as well as vertically, are shown in Fig. 4.4.

n
REMENWOMEM
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ns

n.

b) rib or ridge guide

a) stripe guide

nc

n
nt

ns

n

c) channel guide

d) stripe-loadedguide

Fig. 4.4 Examplesof different geometriesused to confine light both vertically and laterally.

4.3.1 Numerical

Methods

For simplicity, Figure (4.4) shows abrupt transitions of refractive index. However, it
should be noted that fabrication techniques such as diffusion may produce guide cross
sections with graded-index profiles. In all examples, the light is essentially confined to the
film material with index nj-. In a channel guide the refractive index n= n(x, y) is a
function of both transverse coordinates. As a result, the analysis of waveguide modes
becomes a more complex task than for slab guides. A variety of methods has been
reported, suitable for numerical analysis of channel waveguides such as the beam
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propagationmethod(BPM) [4,5], finite elementmethod(FEM) [6-8] andfinite difference
method(FDM) [9-11].

The BPM basedon constructing a relation called the BPM equation, that connectsthe
electromagneticfields in two axially separatedparallel planes.The field distribution in one
plane is calculatednumerically from the distribution in the precedingplane using a BPM
equation.Beampropagationmethodsrepeatthis procedurerecursively,thus they complete
the simulation of wave propagation step by step with an arbitrary excitation. BPM
equationsinherently take guided wave aswell asradiation fields into account.They also
allow axial index variations. Due to these two important features, beam propagation
methodsserve asmost versatilenumerical tools to study various types of optoelectronic
devices.

FDMs are directly basedon the discretizationof Maxwell's equationfor the guide with
appropriateboundaryconditions.Themodal field solution is transformedin this caseinto
a matrix eigenvalueproblem,which is solvedby a standardnumerical iterative procedure.
It shouldbe pointed out that a programcalled FWAVE [11], written by Michael Taylor of
this departmentis available within the department.. The program is based on a finite
differencemethodandcan solve field distributions in waveguides,couplers and arbitrary
defined structures.Fig. 4.5 showsa FWAVE solution for a typical waveguide structure.
The contours representsthe electric field at 10% increments, with the outmost contour
representingtheelectricfield at I% of its peakvalue.
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Fig. 4.5 An FWAVE solution for a ridge waveguide with ridge width and height of 2.5 µm and 1.55 µ.m
respectively.

4.3.2 Effective

Index

Method

[12-14]

The effectiveindex method(EIM) is a relatively straightforwardmeansof analysinga strip
waveguidestructure,althoughit is less accuratethan the most other numerical methods.
Because of its immediate intuitive appeal, this approach has been used since the
beginningsof integratedoptics.

Fig. 4.6 (top) shows a ridge waveguide structure, which can be divided into 3 regions as
labelled. Due to the fact that the waveguide in the central region is thicker than the regions
1 and the 3, the effective index in the central region is larger than in the other regions. By
applying the slab waveguide theory to the 3 regions individually,

and solving the

characteristic multi-layer eigenvalue equations, we can obtain the effective indices neffl,
neff2, neff3, corresponding to the regions 1,2 and 3, respectively. The original 2-D
problem can now be simplified into a 1-D problem, as is also shown in Fig. 4.6 (the
lower figure), and this 1-D problem can be solved using equations (4.23) and (4.24). But
it should be noted that, instead of solving for TE polarised light, the light is now TM
polarised.
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Fig. 4.6 Converting a 2-D ridge waveguide structure into a 1-D slab problem by using the EIM.

4.4 Basic Theory of MMI Couplers

Essentially, an MMI device consists of three parts: a wide MMI section, a single or set of
input waveguides and a single or set of output waveguides, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The
operation of the MMI coupler is based on the selfimaging property of a multimode
waveguide, as suggested by Brygdahl [15] and described in more detail by Ulrich [16].
There are three types of MMI phenomena: general self-imaging, restricted self-imaging,
and symmetric power splitting, depending on the excitation conditions of the MMI section
by the input waveguides. From the slab waveguide theory, we have the following
relations:

k2 + (32m
= (K 0n)2

(4.28)

where, ßm is propagationconstantin the waveguide,and n is the refractive index of the
waveguides.When the propagationconstant Omis very close to Kpn, it can be deduced
from equations(4.23) and (4.24) that
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kx _

(mWl)ir

(4.29)

m=0,1,2...

where W is the width of the waveguide.Combining Eq.(4.28) and (4.29), we have
JKn2

C2

Pm=

W2

2

(m+ 1)2 = KOn-

1)2

(4.30)

2K0W2

Defining thebeatlength

()431

j" _n
ßo - Pi _4nW2
3?
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Z3

P4
4
Z=0

z=L

Fig. 4.7 Schematicstructureof a multimode interferencecoupler

then the propagationconstants ßmof themodesin the MMI sectionbecome

Pm= Kpn - n(m+ 1)2
3

(4.32)

In the MMI section, the total lateral field hy(x, z) at any position z can be written as a
linear combinationof thefield hy,m(x) of the M guidedmodes:
M-1

hy(x, z) = Ycmhv,
m(x)exp(-j
m=0
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mz)

(4.33)

wherethecoefficients cm determinethe relative contribution of eachmode. In particular,
thetotal lateralfield profile at theentrance(z =0) of the MMI sectionis
M-1
hy(x, O) = lcmhy,
m=0

m(x)

(4.34)

which reflectsthe decompositionof the input field profile into all possibleguided modes.
The coefficients of this decomposition can be found from the overlap integral formed
betweentheinput field profile hy(x, 0) andeachguidedmode hy,m(x):
h(x, 0)hm(x)dx
dX
l Ihm(x)

CM=

(4.35)

Inspectionof the phasefactor leadsto thefollowing equations:

h(x, LMMf) = h(x, 0)

h(x, LMMI) = -h(x, O)

h(x, Lmml) =

for

j(-1)

+1

22

for z= LMMI = (2q)(3Ln)

(4.36)

for z= LMM! = (2q + 1)(34)

(4.37)

h(x, O) + .1(-1)g -1 h(_x, 0)

z= LMMI = (q +2 )(34)

where q=0,1,2,...,

(4.38)

and LMMJis the length of MMI section. From equations (4.36)-

(4.38), it can be concludedthat:

a. When LMMI = (2q)(34), the field at the entranceis reproducedat the endof MMI
sectionandthe coupler is in the bar state.
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b. When LMMI = (2q + 1)(3L,,), the field at the end of MMI sectionis an yz-planeimage
of the field at theentranceandthe coupleris in the crossstate.

c. When LMMJ= (q + j)(34),

thefield at the endof MMI sectionis a linear combination

of theoriginal field at theentranceplaneandthe coupleris in the 3 dB state.

To seethis let

q=0, hX(y, 0) = P1= EI , hx(- y, 0) = P2 = E2 ,
then

P3=E3=hx(y, LMMI)=-21E1+J21E2

P4=E4=hx(-y,

LMMl)=

E2+ 1-1 El
2
2

(4.39a)

(4.39b)

IE12) is
Eq.(4.39) showsthat the input optical power («
split into exactly two equalparts
12).
(°` IE312
and oJE4

4.5 3-dB MMI Coupler Design

4.5.1 Material

Structure

The material structure (Fig. 4.8) usedin the design of MMI the coupler was grown by
metal organic vapour phaseepitaxy (MOVPE) on an (100)-orientedn-type InP substrate
and consistedof five 37 A InGaAs wells with 120 A InGaAsP (;, a-1.26 µm, where A.
is the wavelengthcorrespondingto the bandgap)barriers.The active region was bounded
by a stepped graded index (GRIN) waveguide core consisting of InGaAsP confining
layers. The thicknessesand compositionsof these layers (from the QWs outward) were
5(X)A of InGaAsP with A8=1.18µm and 800 A of A8=1.05µm. The structure, which
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was lattice matched to InP throughout, was completed by an InP cladding layer, an
InGaAs contact layer and InP cap layer. The upper cladding layer of 1.4 pm was doped
with Zn to a concentration of 7x1017 cm-3. The lower cladding layer was Si doped to a
concentration of 2X10'8 cm-3. The waveguide core was undoped, thus forming a pin
structure with the intrinsic region restricted to the QWs and GRIN layers. The emitting
wavelength of the material was 1.48 pm.
InP cap layer

p-doped (Zinc)

__

º

GaInAsP barriers
120A

n-doped

I

,:

5X GalnAs
wells@37A

Fig. 4.8 Structure of the material used to fabricate MMI couplers

4.5.2 Refractive

Indices

of the Material

In order to design a waveguide device, it is necessaryto obtain accurate values of
refractive indices of the different layers involved. There are many reports in literature
concerningthe modelling andexperimentalmeasurementsfor InP and relatedcompounds
(seechapter2), but, thereis some disagreementbetweenthedata quoted.Here we usethe
following equation [17] to calculate the refractive index of quaternary material
Inl_XGaXAsyPi_y
for working wavelengthof 1.55µm:
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n= {(1- y)[8.4x +9.6(1-x)]+

y[13.lx + 12.2(1- x)]}112 (4.40)

Table 4.2 shows refractive indices for the layers involved in the structure (Fig. 4.8).
Although the refractive index of InP can be calculated in same way, a very accurate

datumof 3.1688[181,wasused.
measurement

Table4.2 Refractiveindexof Inl-xGaxAsyPI-y

Y

wavelengthcorresponding Refractiveindex
to bandgap(gm)

0.25

1.05

3.1855

0.45

1.18

3.2701

0.55

1.25

3.3145

1

1.65

3.5525

4.5.3 Modelling of MMI Couplers

Ridge-type waveguideswere analysedusing the EIM. The effective index of the multilayer slab structure was calculated using the program FWAVE. For the typical laser
structure with an upper InP cladding thicknessof 1.4µm shown in Fig 4.8, the effective
index is 3.194and 3.189 for the TE and TM polarisations,respectively.

The difference of index betweenthe region 2 andregions 1 and 3 (refer to Fig. 4.6) for a

givenridgestep(or uppercladdingthickness)canbe decidedfrom thedependence
of the
effective index of a multi-layer slab structure on the thickness of upper cladding layer
(Fig. 4.9). It should be pointed out that a contact layer with thickness of 0.15.tm is
includedin thefigure.
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Fig. 4.9 Calculatedrefractiveindex differencebetweentheregion 2 and regions1 and 3.

With the index and index difference calculated above, the lateral field profile at any
position in the MMI sectioncan be obtained. By solving Eq.(4.33), an overlap integral
between the field at the end of the MMI section and the field at the output waveguides
allows the optical power in eachoutput branchto be predicted.With the procedurejust
described, sensitivity analysis can be performed of the behaviour of the couplers on
fabrication parameters(e.g., the MMI sectionwidth, length, etc.). For the 3-dB couplers,
the two most important parameters,namely, the excessloss and splitting ratio, (refer to
Fig. 4.7) are defined asfollows:

(l
Insertionloss=10log P3+P4

splitting ratio = lO log

--l
P4)

(4.41)

(4.42)

Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show the simulated results for 3-dB couplers with an MMI
section width of 9.4 µm, and the length being varied from 430-460 µm. Apparently, the
optimum MMI section length should be around 450 .tm from the point of view of the
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lowest insertion loss, althoughthe split ratio betweenthe two outputs of the 3-dB MMI
couplerdoesnot change very much for MMI sectionlengthsin the range430-460µm.
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Fig. 4.10 Split ratio Vs MMI section length for TE and TM polarisation
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Fig. 4.11 Insertion loss Vs length of MMI section for TE and TM polarisation

4.6 Fabrication of 3-dB MMI

Couplers

As fabrication errors are almost inevitable and inaccuracyof the refractive index of the
material could occur, for example, it is found that the dry etchedwaveguide likely has a
smallerwaveguidewidth comparedto that of the design,hencethedesignedcouplershad
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an MMI section width of 10 Nm, and whose length was varied from 400 µm-550 µm in
steps of 10 µm to hit the optimum value. Curved access waveguides are required to
increase the separation between the waveguides to avoid any possible coupling and
interference between the access waveguides. Furthermore, larger separation between the
accesswaveguides is an advantagefrom the point of view of coupling light into one of the
waveguides. Although the simulation 1191suggestedthat curvature radius of R=200 µm
for a circular waveguide suffices for low loss, we conservatively employed a circular bend
of 400 µm for the access waveguides whose widths were 2.5 jim.

The devices were fabricated with the material structure shown in Fig. 4.8 The cleaned
samples were coated with PECVD Si02 of thickness 200 nm, and then patterns were
defined using photolithography. Dry-etching of the Si02 by RIE using gas C2F6 was used
to transfer the patterns to the sample. Using the Si02 as dry etch mask, the sample was
etched using gases CH4/H2/02 until a ridge step of 1.55 µm was achieved. The sample
was finally thinned to around 200 pm to improve cleaving and then cleaved into a group
of devices with same MMI section length. Fig. 4.12 is a SEM micrograph of a 3-dB MMI
device.

Fig. 4.12 SEM micrograph of an MMI coupler.
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4.7 Assessment of 3-dB MMI

Couplers

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.13. A laser beam from a 1.55 pm tuneable
semiconductor laser was aligned to the one of input waveguides, the output light was
collected by a Ge detector or camera, then the signals were amplified by a lock-in
amplifier. To filter the background light and the light from the other output waveguide, an
iris was adjusted so that only the light from the output waveguide being measured was
detected. Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show the measured split ratio.
Lens

Detector/Camera

Chopper

Devices

Lens

Laserbeam

Lens

Iris

Monitor
Lock-in Am litier

Chopper controller
ýý

0

1

00
Fig. 4.13 Experimental set-up.
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Fig. 4.14 Measuredsplit ratio of the MMI coupler againstMMI section length at X1.55 µm.
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Fig. 4.15 Split ratio dependenceof wavelength at =1.55 W.

From Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15, it can be seenthat the optimum MMI sectionlength lay in
the range440-460µm, which is consistentwith the design for an operationwavelengthof
around 1550nm.

4.8 3-dB MMI

Coupler

Fabrication

and Measurement

with

Bandgap-

Shifted Material

Integration of MMI couplerswith other active devicessuch asamplifiers and modulators,
has wide applications in optical fibre communication.To demonstratethe possibility of
this integration, 3-dB MMI couplerswere fabricatedwith bandgap-shiftedmaterial. The
material structureis identical to that shownin Fig. 4.8, except that the width of the wells
was 65 A, instead of 37 A. The emitting wavelength of the as-grown material was
accordingly, 1.55 µm. QWI was carried out for the material using PAID process.A blueshift of around 110 nm was achieved across the sample. 3-dB MMI couplers were
fabricatedusingsameprocessasdescribedpreviously. Measurementwas performedusing
a set-up similar to that shown in Fig. 4.13, except that a DFB semiconductor laser
working at 1.556 µm was used. Fig. 4.16 is the photo picture of the light from two
output waveguidesof the deviceswith different lengthof theMMI section.
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Fig. 4.16 Output from the two output waveguides of the MMI coupler. The length of MMI section is
440 Nm (upper) and 470 µm (Lower)

From Fig. 4.16, it can be estimated that the splitting ratios are 0.78 dB (or 54:46) and
0.12 dB (or 51:49) for the upper and lower figure, respectively. Comparing these values
to those shown in Fig. 4.15, it appears that the splitting power between the two output
waveguides for the MMI section length of 440 µm becomes less equal than for a device
with same length of MMI section fabricated using the as-grown material (see Fig. 4.15),
this is most likely attributed to fabrication errors.
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4.9 Summary

Basic waveguide theory and design are reviewed. The design, fabrication and
characterisationof 3-dB MMI couplershas beencarried out. The measuredresults show
good agreementwith the design,with a splitting ratio of around 0.12 dB for an MMI
section length of 470 pm.
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5. Reduced Damage Reactive Ion Etching Processfor
the Fabrication of InGaAsP/InGaAs Multiple Quantum
Well Ridge Waveguide Lasers

5.1 Introduction

InP and related compoundsemiconductorsare increasingly important for applications in
optoelectronicsand microelectronicsdue to their unique electrical and optical properties.
Ridge waveguides in optoelectronic devices can be fabricated either by wet chemical
etching or by dry etching.Wet chemical etchingis believedto be a simple, useful and low
damage process, but an important problem with wet etching is that the etch rate is
isotropic (the samein all directions) or crystallographic(dependson lattice orientation), so
adequatedimensional and profile control can be difficult to achieve. Furthermore, if the
waveguide involved is curved or circular, as in e.g., ring lasers [1], semiconductor
amplifiers with angled facets and demultiplexers for OTDM systems [2-3], the
crystallographic orientation dependencemay rule out the use of wet etching to form the
waveguide.

On the other hand,dry chemical etching has beenshown to be an effective techniquedue
to its highly anisotropic nature. Dry etching is a low pressure process that is used to
remove material from a surface. Most dry etching processesare basedon sputtering by
energetic ions or particle bombardment, evaporation of volatile compounds created
through reactionwith a reactivegas speciesor, most frequently, a combination of the two.
Dry etching processeswhich involve particle bombardment usually yield vertical or
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angledsidewallsregardlessof crystallographicorientation. However,the damagewhich is
almost inevitably impartedto the materialbeing etchedleadsto degradationof the optical
and electrical properties of the material [4-7]. It is therefore of great importance to
understandand assessthe damage,and investigate possible low damage processesfor
fabrication of optoelectronicdevices.

Currently, reactiveion etchingbasedon CH4/H2is the most widely usedtechniquefor dry
etching In containingsemiconductors,becauseit can give betteranisotropy [8,9] than RIE
using Cl and Br containing compounds[10]. Much work has beenpublished on CH4IH2
etching. However,there are many different RIE machinesusedin researchestablishments,
and the etching conditions (gas flow rates,chamberpressure,DC bias etc.) are generally
different from machine to machine.Furthermore, the standardprocessdeveloped in the
Departmentuses DC biasesas high as 850 V, which are likely to introduce considerable
damage during the etching process.This damagecan have detrimental effects on the
performance of optoelectronics devices such as ridge lasers to the extent that, in some
cases,the devices do not work. It is also known that electrical damagedue to hydrogen
passivation of acceptorsoccurs during the RIE CH4/H2 process,although such damage
can be removed by annealing the etched samples [5,6] at a temperature of 350°C or
greater. Therefore it

is of great significance to develop a low damage process for

fabrication of optoelctronicsdevices.

In this chapterRIE damageand its assessment
is discussed.The damagewas assessedby
measuring the damage depth profile using a specially designed multiquantum well
(MQW) probe structure and low temperature (5 K) photoluminescence (PL). Post-dry
etching annealingwas also carried out to investigate its impact on the removal of dry etch
damage. Ultimately, 5.tm wide ridge waveguide InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW lasers were
fabricated using the RIE dry etching and post-annealingprocedure developed and were
comparedto lasersfabricatedby wet chemical etching.
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5.2 Reactive Ion Etching

5.2.1 Plasma

Plasmais responsiblefor the dry etchingduring the RIE process,thereforean introduction
to the properties of plasma is necessaryto understandthe etching mechanism of RIE.
Plasmacan be consideredas the fourth stateof matter, togetherwith solid, liquid and gas,
and is defined as: "A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles
which exhibits collective behaviour" by Chen [11]. Consider a neutral gas which is
sealedin a tube to which a DC voltageis applied acrosstwo conducting electrodes.The
releasedelectrons are acceleratedtowards the anode and undergo a series of elastic and
inelastic collision with the gas molecules and result in the ionisation of the molecules.
Thus the plasmais formed.There are severalprocessin plasmawhich can be describedas
follows:

Ionisation: In the ionisation process,a primary electron with high kinetic energy impacts
with an atom resulting in ionisationof the atomby the releaseof a secondaryelectron.e.g.
Ar+e--+Ar++2e

These two electrons can accelerate and interact with the atoms resulting in further
ionisation.

Recombination: Recombination is an inverse process of ionisation, i. e. an electron
coalesceswith a positive chargeand forms a neutralatom;

Excitation: This is a processin which the excitation of a ground-stateatom to an excitedstateoccurs by collision with an electron. This can be expressedas
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Ar+e->Ar*+e

This is the most straightforward example of an elastic collision process.Kinetic energy
from the colliding electron is used simply to raise an electron in the atom from a low
energystateto one with a higher potentialenergy.

Relaxation: The excited statemay decayby emitting a photon hio,

Ar* -ý Ar+ hay

Dissociation: If a molecule is electronically excited to a level in a repulsive state, or a
level in an attractive state abovethe binding energy, the molecule will dissociate.The
resultant fragmentscan be atoms,molecules,and ions in either the ground state or some
excited state. For example,

e+ C2F6 -4 e+ 2CF3
e+ C2F6 -4 2e + 2CF3+

Electron attachment: This occurs when an electron collides with an atom to form a
negative ion. Taking SiC14asan example,

e+ SiC14--0SiC13+ CI

5.2.2 RIE Mechanisms

Unlike wet chemical etching, where the substrateis immersedin the etching reagent,RIE
proceedswith the substratebeing subjected to bombardmentby ions, atoms, molecules
and radicals (a radical is a fragment of a molecule with an odd number of unshared
electrons). The surface of an area exposed to the plasma is removed by either physical
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bombardment (sputtering) or a chemical process whereby a volatile etch product is formed
or, perhaps, a combination of these two processes, with ion bombardment aiding chemical
etching by locally heating the substrate and loosening the chemical bonds. Fig. 5.1 shows
a diagram of two of these processes,sputtering and chemical etching 112].

ti
0

ý

substrateatom
ion
gas molecule

Fig. 5.1 Sputteringof substratewith ions, and chemicaletching with reactivespecies

The basic processes involved in RIE are: generation of reactive species, transport of the
reactive species to the surface of the substrate being etched, reaction with the substrate
forming a volatile product and/or sputtering, transport of the product species away from
the substrate and removal of the species from the chamber via the pumping process [13].

5.2.3 RIE Machine

4

A typical reactive ion etching machine has a vacuum chamber containing two parallel
electrodes, one of which is grounded and the other of which is connected through a

blocking capacitorto a radio frequencygenerator,asshownin Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2 Schematicrepresentationof an RIE machine

Using a rf signal generator instead of using a DC power supply has two advantages: one is
that the cathode can be an insulator which makes it possible for dry etching of insulators,
e. g. Si02 and semiconductors, to be carried out; the other is that plasma can be sustained
under lower chamber pressure than that required for DC plasma formation, which is
desired for improving the directionality of RIE dry etching. For same reason as that of DC
plasma excitation, the released electrons, due to hot cathode emission or/and ionisation by
cosmic rays, are accelerated towards the anode and collide with molecules, resulting in
ionisation of molecules, and thus plasma is formed. The function of the capacitor is to
prevent the electrode from discharging through the power supply. Etching gases are fed
into the chamber, which is maintained as a pumped evacuated environment. The response
of the plasma to the positive and negative cycles is different. When the electrode is
positive, many highly mobile electrons are accelerated towards the electrode causing a
significant accumulation of negative charge. When the electrode is negative, heavy,
immobile ions are accelerated towards it. However, only a relatively small number of ions
strikes the electrode, compared to the number of electrons on the positive part of the
cycle. Therefore, a high electric field region is formed around the electrode. This region is
known as the plasma sheath, or the dark space, where ion acceleration occurs before
bombardment of the electrode. The plasma potential is determined by the expression 114].
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vp- Vc (Aa 4
VP -VQ - Ac)

(5.1)

where Va, Vc are the potentialsfor the electrode(cathode)and ground electrode (anode),
A
is the ratio of the respectiveelectrode
respectively, Vp is the plasmapotential, and
areaswhich is much larger than 1. The acceleratingfield for the ions near the sampleis,
therefore, greatly enhancedsince the cathode is smaller in area than the anode. If no
collision occursin the sheathregions,the averagekinetic energyof singly ionised positive
ions striking the cathodeis (VP - Vc) eV.

The typical etchpressureusedin an RIE systemis relatively low (5-100 mTorr), hencethe
mean free path of the ions is long so they are not randomisedin direction. The features
such as the sample being placed on the driven electrode at the bottom, electrode
asymmetry and low pressure operation all lead to an enhancementin the energy and
directionality of the ion bombardingthe surface being etched, thus increasingthe degree
of anisotropy.

5.2.4 Etching with a Methane/Hydrogen

Gas Mixture

Several theories for the etching mechanism have been proposed and substantiatedby
someexperimentalevidence.The etch processis generallythought to be the reverseof the
MOVPE growth process. It has been shown that the phosphine (PH3) is the primary
phosphorus-containingvolatile product [9] and it is postulatedthat trimethyl indium is the
primary indium containing volatile product. It is not easy to verify this becausethe methyl
radical species (CH3) is so reactive that it is difficult to detect by mass spectrometry,
which tends to detect the products of reactions rather than the reactants themselves.
Equations (5.2)-(5.3) show possible dissociation processesinvolving the etch gasesand
equation(5.4) showshow thesegasesare thought to reactwith the InP.
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CH4-'O-ý CH3+H
H2 e)

(5.2)

2H

(5.3)

3CH3 + 3H + InP _

(CH3)3In + PH3

(5.4)

It is observedthat, after CH4/H2etching, there is a polymer coating on the etching mask.
This polymer is thought to be an organic substanceoriginating from the methane,as the
polymer thicknessincreaseswith methanecontent. From the equationsabove, it appears
that the methaneis responsiblefor removing the indium, and the hydrogen atoms, from
both the hydrogen and methanegases,for removing the phosphorus.It has beenobserved
that, as the amountof hydrogenin the gasmixture increases,the samplesurfacesbecome
more and more depletedof phosphorus.

5.3 ET340 CH4/H2 Processes

5.3.1 The ET340 RIE Machine

The dry etch machine used in this researchwas an Electrotech SRS Plasmafab340 RIE
machinewhich hasa 3.3 to 1 ratio of anodeareato cathodearea.Both electrodesare made
of aluminium. The sampleto be etchedis placedon a titanium oxide coatedcathodewhich
has a diameter of 17 cm. The cathode(driven electrode) temperaturewas regulated by
circulating cooling fluid which was maintained at a constanttemperatureof 30°C during
etching.

5.3.2 ET340 CH4/H2 Processes

The ET340permitscontrolof the gasflow rate,plasmapower,chamberpressureandthe
gas ratio. With so many parameterswhich can be altered, it is difficult to obtain
meaningful results if more than one of the parametersare changed.Certainly, to find out
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the optimum running conditions, all the parametersshould be changedover a wide range
in a systematicway in a greatnumberof runs,but, in a particular run, only one parameter
can be altered.Clearly, this would take an extremely long time, so, for simplicity, it was
decidedto start with the "standardprocess"which was usedin the Departmentpreviously,
then gradually reducethe power to aslow a level as possible.The parametersof the RIE

in table5.1,alongwith themeasured
etchrates.
processes
aresummarised

Table 5.1The ET340 processes

Process

Gas flow rate
Merrnl
CH4

Power
A

DC Bias

Pressure

Etch rate

(-V)

(mTorr)

(nm/min)

a

3.6

26

20

400

14

18

b

3.6

26

50

630

14

36

3.6

26

100

850

14

50

52

20

430

14

28

*c

e

7.2

52

50

556

14

72

f

7.2

52

100

760

14

96

* Processc is the " standardprocess" used in the Departmentpreviously.

5.4 The Etch Rates and Surface Morphology

To measure dry etch rates and examine surface morphology, 200 nm of Si02 was
depositedon samples,whosestructuresimilar to that shownin Fig. 4.8. The sampleswere
then patterned using photolithography and dry etched. The samples were etched for
periods from 15 mins to 30 mins at different plasma power levels then the etch depths
were measured using a depth profile meter. Fig. 5.3 shows the scanning electron
micrographs of samplesetched with different processes,and Fig. 5.4 shows the etching
rate as a function of the plasma power. Obviously, as the forward power decrease,the
surfacesbecomeincreasingly smooth,and the etch ratedecreaseswith reducedpower.
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Fig. 5.3 SEM micrograph for do etching with process (d) (left), (e) (middle) and (1) ( right) in Table 5.1
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Fig. 5.4 Plot of the etch rate dependence on the plasma power

5.5 RIE Damage and Measurement Techniques

RIE damage and the quality of a semiconductor can be evaluated by studying the electrical
characteristics of Schottky diodes or electrical characteristics derived from ohmic contacts
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pattered and analysedusing the TransmissionLine Model (TLM) [151 and from Van der
Pauw measurements[ 161.Theseelectricalmeasurementtechniquesare commonly usedto
measuresurface damage.In the TLM method,a line of ohmic contactswith an increasing
separation is needed. After measurement,the resistancebetween adjacent contacts is
plotted againstthe separationdistance.The slopeand the interceptat the vertical axis of a
linearly fitted line give the sheet resistanceof the semiconductor layer and the ohmic
contact resistance respectively. The Hall mobility and carrier concentration can be
measured by Van der Pauwmeasurementand also by capacitance-voltagemeasurement.
Damage to a sample will degradethe mobility of carriers due to scattering and reduce
carrier concentrations.Thereforeinformation about the quality of a semiconductorcan be
obtained from the carrier mobility and concentration change of the sample. 1- V
characteristics can be measuredfrom Schottky diodes. The Schottky contact, usually
TiPtAu, is defined and the ideality factor, the Schottky barrier height, and the diode
characteristics(reversebreakdownvoltageand reverseleakagecurrent) can be determined
from I-V

The damageinducedby RIE can be deducedfrom the decrease
measurements.

of barrier height and increase of the ideality factor. The main drawback of electrical
measurements,however,is that they do not provide information about the damageprofile
and the natureor the physicalextent of damage.

The main optical measurementtechniques used in characterising semiconductors are
Raman scattering, photoluminescence(PL) and cathodeluminescence(CL). However,
only the PL measurementtechnique was used in this work due to the fact that PL
measurementdoes not require any particular samplepreparation,and is non-destructive.
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5.5.1 The Material Probe
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200A InGaAsP

Q1.26
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01.26
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200A InGaAsP

01.26

80A QW4

3000A InGaAsP

Q1.26

120A QW5

InP buffer layer and substrate

Fig. 5.5 The structureof quantumwell probe material for assessmentof dry etch damage
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The RIE damagewas probedusing a specially designedstructure (Fig. 5.5). The material
was grown by metallorganic vapour phaseepitaxy (MOVPE) on an n+ InP substrate.
Firstly a 100nm InP buffer layer was grown, followed by 5 InGaAs quantumwells with
InGaAsP barriers with a bandgapcorrespondingto a wavelength of Ag=1.26 µm. The
widths of the quantumwells from top to bottom were 2 nm, 4 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm, and 12 nm
respectively.The top 4 wells were separatedby 20 nm InGaAsP barriers,while the well of
12 nm well was placed410 nm below the surfaceto provide a referencesignal, this depth
being well below any damageinduced by the dry etching. Above the top well, 20 nm
InGaAsP anda 10 nm InP cap layer were grown.

5.5.2 The Photoluminescence(PL) Experimental Set-up

The experimentalPL set-up is shownin Fig. 5.6. Low temperaturemeasurementsrequire
the sampleto be placedin a cryostatand cooled with liquid-He2. An Ar ion laser was used
to photocreateelectron-holepairs which recombinedradiatively by the transition of the
electrons to the holes in the valence band and producing the emission of photons. The
emitted radiation was dispersedby a monochromatorand detectedby a Ge detector.The
computerwas usedto record andprocessthe signals from the detector.

5.5.3Results

Dry etching was carried out for 12 s for each of the processesshown in the table 5.1. PL
was measuredat 5 K. Fig. 5.7 shows the low temperaturePL corresponding to different
dry etch processes.The PL for an as-grown sample is also shown for comparison. It
should be noted that all the PL signals have been normalised with respect to the
luminescencefrom the deepestquantum well (QW5), this normalisation eliminates the
requirementfor identical samplealignment.
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Cryostat

Fig. 5.6 Schematicof the PL measurementset-up
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Fig. 5.7 Measured PL spectra for the samples etched using the processes shown in the Table 5.1. The

figures(a)-(f) correspondto the processes(a)-(f) in table 5.1, respectively
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5.5.4 Discussion

The RIE damagecan be estimated by analysing the PL results shown in Fig. 5.7. For
simplicity, the damageis assessedin such a way that only one parameter in the RIE
conditions was changed at a time. For example, the Fig. 5.7(d)-(f) correspond to the
processesin which the plasmapower was varied from 20 W to 100W, while the other
parametersremainedconstant.

As can be seenfrom Fig. 5.7, the wells which have beendamagedduring the RIE process
exhibit broadeningof the PL peaks,the peaksfrom the different wells are no longer well
resolved and the intensities are reduced substantially. Only the deepestwell shows no
broadening confirming that it is below the damagedregion of the samples. QW 1 and
QW3, from which the PL signalscan still be estimatedin terms of peak intensity and full
width half maximum (FWHM), have been chosento characterisethe damage.Fig. 5.8a
showsthe ratio of PL peakintensity of QW 1 of the etchedsamplesto that of the as-grown
sample,as a function of rf power. When 100W RIE power was used,no signal could be
detectedfrom QW 1after etching,even thoughonly about 19 nm of top layer was removed
by etching, leaving more than 10 nm of InGaAsPabovethe first well. Fig. 5.8b shows the
FWHM of the PL spectrum of QW3 of the etched sample. The PL peak becomes
increasingly broad with increasingplasmapower. The reduction in PL intensity and the
increasedbroadeningas the plasmapower increasesindicates that more damagehas been
incorporatedinto the samplesetchedwith the higher power plasma.

From Fig. 5.7, it can be seen that significant PL recovery is obtained after annealing at
625 °C for 60 s. In most cases the peak FWHM is reduced to that of the as-grown value
and the peak intensity is increased. This effect may be attributed to the removal of
damage, both point defects and hydrogen passivation. However, the PL intensity of the
shallow wells is not recovered in all cases. For 20 W of rf power, the PL is almost the
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sameas that of the as-grown sample.When 50 W etch power is used,the top well is not
fully recovered and in the caseof 100W etch power there is no PL signal from the top
well and the PL signal from QW2 is only partially recovered,suggestingthat extended
defects may have been formed in this region. It should also be noted that the peaks are
shifted to wavelengths shorter than those of the as-grown samples, this being due to
quantumwell intermixing causedby the diffusion of point defectsthrough the wells. The
blue shift increaseswith plasmapower indicating that greaterdamageis introduced into
the sampleasthe plasmapoweris increased.

By normalising the PL intensities of the quantumwells of the etchedsamplesto thoseof
the correspondingwells of the as-grownsample, the dependenceof the relative intensity
of PL emission asa function of the depthcan be plotted (Fig. 5.9). From this dependence,
it is possible to make an estimate of the damage depth. However, due to the limited
number of wells in the materialstructureusedto probe the RIE damage,and the spreadof
the electron and hole wavefunctions,this estimate has an error of the order of 12 nm. It
should be noted that QW1 of the sampleetched with 20 W of power, is assumedto be
recovered completely after annealing, as its normalised PL intensity is very close to 1,
hence the damagerangefor this plasmapower should be less than the distance between
the surface of the etched sample and the QW 1. From Fig. 5.10, it can be seen that the
estimated damage depths after annealing are around 12 nm, 27 nm, and 70 nm
correspondingto the plasmapower levels of 20 W, 50 W, and 100W respectively.
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Fig. 5.8 RIE damageas function of plasmapower. (a) the ratio of PL intensity of QW I of an etchedsample
to that of the correspondingwell of an as-grownsample,and (b) FWHM of PL spectraof QW3 normalised
to that of thePL spectraof the correspondingwell of an as-grownsample.
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5.5.5 Comparison betweenthe RIE Dry Etched Lasers and Wet Etched Lasers

5 pm wide ridge waveguidelaserswere fabricatedby both wet chemical etching and RIE
dry etching to assessthe developed RIE process in a device application. The laser
material, which contained 5 InGaAs/InGaAsP QWs, was grown by MOVPE and was
similar to that describedin section6.8. Process(e) in Table 5.1 was usedto form the ridge
waveguide, this processbeing chosensince it produces a relatively high etch rate with
lower damage. The sample was etched for around 17 mins to give a ridge height of
1.2 µm. After etching, the samplewas annealedat 500 °C for 60 s, then a routine laser
fabrication procedure(seesection 6.9) was followed. The light-current characteristicsof
groupsof lasersetchedby RIE andby wet etchingwere measured.Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12
show the light-current characteristicsof the lasers fabricated using dry and wet etch,
respectively.It can be seenthat the averagethreshold currents are 48.4 mA and 45.2 mA
for the dry etchedand wet etchedlasers,respectively,and the lowest thresholdcurrentsfor
the dry etched and wet etched lasers being 44.5 mA and 43 mA, respectively, i.e.
essentiallyindistinguishablegiven that the ridge widths are not identical. It should also be
noted that the slopeefficiencies of the lasersare very similar. The very close performance
of the lasers suggeststhat the dry etch damageis small enough to have no significant
effect on the laserqualities. This correlateswith the resultsobtained when etching the QW
probe sample, despite the much longer dry etch time used for the laser (17 mins), as
comparedto that usedfor the probematerial (12 s).
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5.6 Summary

By using the low temperaturePL techniquetogether with a specially designedmaterial
structure,the damageintroducedby RIE CH4/H2 processwas estimatedto be in the range
of 12 nm to 70 nm after annealing,for RF plasma powers in the range 20 W to 100 W.
The characteristicsof InGaAs/InGaAsPmulti-quantum well lasers fabricated by the RIE
processshow that the damagedoesnot significantly affect the laser qualities, provided a
relatively low power processandpost-dry-etchannealingare used.
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6. Fabrication of Ridge Waveguide Lasers Using
InGaAs/InGaAsP Multiple-Quantum Well Structures

6.1 Introduction

Ridge waveguidelasersplay important roles in optoelectronics,due to the fact that they
have a lot of advantagesover the other configurations such as wide oxide stripe lasers,
such aspossiblesingle transversemode operation, utilising the changein effective index
describedin chapter4, and smallerthresholdcurrent which is attributed to the both optical
and electrical confinement. Furthermore, ridge waveguide lasers can be inherently
integratedwith other waveguidecomponents,and therefore offer enhancedperformances
and/or new device functions.For example,DBR or DFB lasersbasedon the incorporation
of a ridge waveguide laser with gratingscan be operatedin a single longitudinal mode,
such deviceshave applications in WDM communicationsystemsin which light sources
with a very narrow linewidth are of critical importance.Other examplescan be found in
modulators,multiplexers, and demultiplexers,devicesfor short pulse generation,aswell
as other applications.

Successfulfabrication of ridge waveguidelasersis, therefore,of prime importance.In this
chapter,the parametersof the InGaAs/InGaAsPmultiple-quantum well materials usedin
this work, such aslosses,gain and optical confinementare discussed.Particularly, the gain
spectrum in the quantum well structureused throughout this researchis addressed.The
material characterisationis performedby analysingthe performanceof wide oxide stripe
lasersfabricatedfrom the material. Ridge waveguidelaserswere fabricatedusing the RIE
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dry etch processdevelopedin the last chapter. Finally, the fabrication and test of ridge
laserswith two contactsis also presented.

6.2 Oscillation

Condition

The essential elements for a laser device, as shown in Fig. 6.1, are (i) a laser medium
consisting of an appropriate collection of atoms, molecules, ions, or a semiconductor
material; (ii) a pumping process to excite these atoms (molecules, etc. ) into higher
quantum-mechanical energy levels to achieve so-called population inversion (the population
of the upper energy level is greater than that of lower energy level) to have a net gain for a
beam of radiation in the medium; and (iii) suitable optical feedback elements (e.g. FabryPerot resonator) which allow a beam of radiation to interact repeatedly with the laser
medium.

L--ý>
I;iscr Output beam

Becauseof reflectionthat occursat the Fabry-Perotsurfaces,some of the photonswill pass
back and forth many times through the inverted population regions and be preferentially
multiplied by stimulationemission.The oscillationcondition is reachedwhen

rlr2 exp[(g - a)L]exp(-
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jn
0

L) =1

(6.1)

where, rl, r2 are theelectricfield reflectioncoefficientsof the two facetsof lasercavity, g
and a are the intensity gainand lossin the cavity which will be discussedin detail later, n
is refractive index of the laser cavity material, L is the cavity length, and Xp is the
wavelengthof laseremission.

The condition for oscillation given by Eq. (6.1) representsa wave making a round trip of
2L inside the cavity to the starting plane with the same amplitude and phase,with a
multiple of 2n, The amplituderequirementis

(6.2)

rlr2 exp[(g - a)LJ =1
or
g=a+Lln(-'-)

(6.3)

rlr2

The phasecondition is
nL=2mn
0

(6.4)

m=1,2,3...

The longitudinal modespacingmay be obtainedby rewriting Eq.(6.4) as m?o= 2nL
anddifferentiatingto obtain

Xpdm+ mdA,
p = 2Ldn

(6.5)

For adjacentmodes, dm=- 1, and Eq.(6.4) can be substitutedfor m to give

ýý

X02
2nL(1-(X0/n)(dn/dX0)]

for the spacingbetweenadjacentlongitudinalmodes.
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(6.6)

6.3 Introduction

to Semiconductor Lasers

Semiconductorlasersare importantfor communicationand control applicationsbecauseof
their convenience,efficiency, andcompatibility with the rest of modernelectronics.Since
the demonstrationof semiconductorlasersin 1962[1-4], semiconductorlaserdiodes have
been developed from a laboratory curiosity into reliable and commercially available
products. To date most laser diodes have been made in GaAs, GaAlAs, AlGalnAs, or
GaInAsP, but other materialswill no doubt eventually also be usedextensively to obtain
emission at different wavelengths,once the techniques of growth of the material and
fabricationhavebeenwell developed.

The basic structure of a p-n homojunction laser diode is usually formed by epitaxial
growth of a p-type layer on a n-type substrate.Ohmic contactsare madeto eachregion to
permit the flow of electrical current which is the pumping energy source required to
produce an inverted population in the active region adjacentto the junction. Two parallel
end facets are usually formed by cleaving to function as mirrors providing the optical
feedbackfor the establishmentof a lasingmode.

There aremany problemsassociatedwith simplehomostructurep-n junction lasers,which
can be attributed to the fact that oneis usingthe samematerial (i.e. GaAs) for both p and n
regions.Two critical problemsare

1. The injected minority carriersare "free" to diffuse, so diluting the spatialdistribution of
recombinationandthusgain;
2. Thereis no optical confinement

both factors abovecontribute to the very high threshold current density, >_50000A/cm2
[5], in homostructurelasers. To overcome the problems and reduce the high threshold
current density, the heterostructurewas proposed in which a material with a narrower
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energy bandgap is sandwiched between two layers of materials with a wider bandgap. It is
indeed fortunate that the materials with a narrow bandgaphave larger refractive indices than
that of materials with a wider bandgap energy. This makes it possible for the both optical
and electrical confinement to be realised in the active regions simultaneously. This, in turn,
reduces the threshold current density substantially. Even in early heterostructure lasers,
threshold current densities were on the order of 103 A/cm2 rather than 104 to 105 AJcm2 in

comparablehomojunctionlasers.

When the thicknessof theactive layer in the heterostructurelasersbecomescomparableto
the de Broglie wavelength(A =h), quantummechanicaleffects are expectedto occur. In
double heterostructurelaserswith a very thin active layer, around 100A or less,the carrier
(electronor hole) motion normal to the active layer is restricted. As a result, the kinetic
energy of the carriers moving in that direction is quantized into discrete energy levels
similar to the well-known quantummechanicalproblem of one dimensionalpotential well.
Double heterostructurelaserswith a very thin active region or multiple thin active regions
areknown asquantumwell lasers.The semiconductorquantumwell lasershaveimproved
performancesuchaslower thresholdcurrent andhigh differential gain, comparedto double
heterostructurelasers.

6.4 Optical Confinement in the Multiple Quantum Well Structure

The optical confinementfactor, I', plays an essentialrole in deriving the design rules for
any semiconductor laser. It depicts the overlap of the optically guided wave with the
quantumwell. The opticalconfinementfactoris definedas:
d/2
J IE2(*z
-d12

(6.7)

: i: IE2
(z)dz
0
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where E(z)

is transverseelectric field distribution, and d is thickness of the active

region of the quantumwell structure.From its definition, optical confinement describes
what fraction of the photonsof the guided optical power wave interacts with the active
region. When g is the volumegain per unit length of the active material,the amplification
of the optical power is I'g per unit length. If ai is the loss per unit length in the active
region, then I'a, is the loss per unit length of a guided wave. Conversely, 1- I' is the
fraction of the poweroutsidethe active material and (i - fat

will be the loss of optical

power per unit lengthif ac is lossin thematerialoutsidethe active region.

To calculatethe optical confinementfactor, the field distribution in thewaveguidemust be
known. This, in turn, requiressolution of the following equation(seeEq. (4.13)):

d-2

[ß2- n2(z)Kpl E(z)=0

(6.8)

where n(z) is the refractive index profile in the structure.As an example, Fig. 6.2 shows
the refractiveindex distributionfor materialsusedin this work.
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Fig. 6.2 Refractive index profile in an InGaAs-InGaAsPMQW structure
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The equation (6.8) can only be solved numerically, due to the featuresof the refractive
index profile. This can be carriedout using the shooting method describedin chapter3.
Fig. 6.3 showsthe calculatedoptical power which is proportionalto the squareof the field
for a typical laser structure used in this work (a well width of
intensity (- J)
50 A).
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Fig. 6.3. Calculatedtransverseoptical power distribution

From the calculatedfield distribution, the optical confinement factor which is the optical
overlap with the wells, can be found through the following equation for this particular

materialstructure:
j E2(z)dz
r=

n
j+°°E2 (z)dz

(6.9)

where, n is the number of quantum wells in the structure, which is 5 in our case.The
rangeof theintegral in the equationcoversthe well region.
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Fig. 6.4 showsthe relationshipbetweenthe optical confinementfactor with the wells and
well width. As can be seen from the figure, the optical confinement factor is an
approximatelylinear function of the well width in the rangeof the investigationwhich can
be expressedas

(6.10)

I'1 = 2.36x10-4d

A.
where d is width of the well in
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Fig. 6.4 Optical power confinement in the region of wells as function of the well width

The factor of optical confinement in the waveguide core, F2, which is the ratio of the
overlap of optical power distribution with the waveguide core region to the total optical
power,can also be found in the samefashion,and is shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5 Optical power confinementin the waveguidecore region as function of the well width

From the calculation, we can concludethat the optical confinement in the quantum well
region is quite weak, between0.96% - 2.36% for eachwell for well thicknessrangefrom
40 A- 100 A. Also we can see that around half of the optical power extends into the
claddinglayersof the structure.

6.5 Losses in a Multiple Quantum Well Material

The loss in an MQW laseris dueto a combinationof free-carrierabsorptionin the cladding
layer, bulk absorptionwithin the active regions and scatteringof surfacesand interfaces.

Thiscanbedescribed
as[5]
a' = Fa fc +(1-r)apg

+asc

(6.11)

where a fc is the loss in the active QW layers, a pg is the loss in passiveportions of guide
and in the cladding, and asp, the lossesdue to the scattering. We know that the optical
field extendsfrom the waveguidecore region to thedopedcladding regions,becauseof the
small optical confinementfactor. Freecarrier absorptionis crucial in semiconductorlasers
becauseit is a major unavoidableloss mechanism.It results from the scatteringof carriers
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in motion and is thereforeinfluenced by the same scatteringmechanismsthat influence
carrier mobility. A summaryof the expressionsfor free carrier absorption due to various
scatteringmechanismshas beengiven by Fan [6]. It is convenientto expressa fc in term
of the photoncapturecrosssectionfor holes,

Qp_a°

(6.12)

P

and capturecrosssectionfor electrons

a

Q,

(6.13)

'=

n

Various publisheddata[7-10] show that the free carrier loss varieslinearly with thecarrier

concentration.

Another important loss is scatteringloss, which is due to scattering of radiation
out of
optical waveguide by either nonplanarheterostructureinterfaces or imperfections in the
dielectric layers,and alsoby etchedsurfacesand rib sidewalls.

6.6 Nonradiative

Recombination

An electron-hole pair can recombinenonradiatively, meaningthat the recombination can
occur through any process that does not emit a photon. The effect of nonradiative
recombinationis to increasethe thresholdcurrent. If tnr is the carrier lifetime associated
with nonradiative processes, the increase in threshold current density is given
approximatelyby
Jn, = enthd

(6.14)

Znr
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where nthis the carrier densityat threshold,

d is the active layer thickness,and e is the

electroncharge.

It is generally believedthat the Auger effect plays a significant role in determining the
observedhigh temperaturesensitivity of the thresholdcurrent of InGaAsP lasersemitting
near 1.3-1.55 µm [11-161.The active region of an InGaAsP MQW laser is normally
undoped.Underhigh injection theAuger ratevariesapproximatelyas

RA= Cn3

(6.15)

andthe currentlost to Auger recombinationat thresholdcurrent densityis givenby

J,, = edCn3

(6.16)

The Auger recombinationrate C in QW structurehas beencalculated [ 14,15]. The value
for aX1.3

µm InGaAsP QW is around 3x 1029cm6 sec-1, which is close to the

measuredvalue.The Auger life time is givenby
n1
RA = Cn

(6.17)

6.7 Gain

The gain equation is calculatedfrom the radiative recombination rate as obtained from
standardperturbationtheory in solids.The spectralgain curve can be written as[171
2nhi22
8(Ei)=

n£pqcEi

co

JM2(E)Pr[fcn(E)-fvn(E)]L(E-Ei)dE

Et+EE,+E.
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(6.18)

where h=h/ 2n, h is Planck's constant, n is the refractive index, e is the electron
charge, ep is thepermittivity of free space,mo is the electron rest mass,c is the velocity
of light in vacuum. Ecn, Evn,relatedto the bottomof the potential well in the conduction
and valencebandsfor the electronsand the holes respectively,are the quantizedenergies
for electronsand holesrespectively.Eg is the bandgapof the well correspondingto the
bulk material, E, = hayis energy of the photons, Pr is the reduced electron and hole
density of states,M is the interbandmatrix elementwhich is given by [ 171

Mhh(E) =3 MDH[1 +
4

Ecn
Ecn +m mym (E - Eg - Ecn - Evn)

(6.19)

cv

and
2_
MDH

r4Eg (Eg+ A)
4A)
12mc(Eg

(6.20)

where A is thevalencebandsplit-off energy.

fcn, An are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions in the conduction and valence band,
.
respectively,which can be written as

fcn(E) _I
.
1+ exp[Ecn+

mv (E Eg Ecn Evn)
-E jc I/ kT
MC+ MV

(6.21)

and

fvn(E) =1
.
1+ exp{-[Evn +

mv (Emc mv

(6.22)
Eg - Ecn - Evn) - Efv ]l kT}

Efc, Efv are the quasi Fermi levels which are relatedto the carrier density through the
following equations:

N=NQW+Nub

(6.23)
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NQý' _

AE,
41tmc1Enf1

I,ýh2

42F
Nub _ Z(h

[1+exP(£cn-E fc) / kT] £cn

) 3/2

cn
Ecn
+ exp(£cn-E fc) / kT]
AE,

(6.24)

(6.25)

Where AE, is the depth of the conduction band potential well, n is the number of the
energylevels in the quantumwell. Similar equationscan be obtainedfor the holes. For a
given carrierdensity,thequasiFermienergiesEfc and Efi, which are with referenceto the
bottom of the quantumwells in the conduction and valence bands,respectively, can be
found using equations(6.23-6.25).
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loxIo18

Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 show thedependenceof the quasi Fermi levels, Efc and Eft, in an
In0.53Ga0.47As-InGaAsP
quantumwell of 80 A (see Fig. 2.5) on the injection carrier
concentration. It can be seen from Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 that to raise the valence band
quasiFermi level requiresmuch more injectedcarrier density than that requiredfor raising
the conduction bandquasi Fermi level. This is directly associatedwith the fact that the
effective massof the heavyholesis approximatelyan order of magnitudelarger than that of
the electrons.

It should be noted that the effect of the light hole is not taken into account in the
Eq. (6.18). Assuming that the K-selection role is valid [18-20], the intraband relaxation
can be describedby theLorentzianfunction:
I

'Tin

L(E) _

2

(6.26)

E2 +
lTin J

where ti,,, is the intraband relaxation time which is typically about 0.1 ps. This
corresponds to an energy spread of full-width-half-maximum around 13.2 meV at a
wavelength of 1.55 µm.

For a given carrier density, or injection current density, the Fermi energy level can be
determinedasdescribedpreviously, and the gain spectrumcan be obtained by integrating
equation (6.18). For simplicity, in the following calculation, only the transition from the
ground level will be considered,becausethe transition from the ground level accountsfor
most of the gain. Furthermore,the transitions from higher levels make no contribution to
the maximum gain. By integrating Eq. (6.18) numerically, gain spectra,with and without
taking the Lorentzian lineshape(Eq. 6.26) into account,can be obtained.
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The gain spectra, with and without taking the Lorentzian spread into account, for an
InGaAs/InGaAsPquantumwell are shown in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9, respectively. As can
be seenfrom the figures,the maximum gain always occurs at the wavelengthof 1.55 pm
for the spectrawithout consideringthe Lorentzianeffect. However,the maximum shifts to
shorter wavelengthwith increasingcarrier concentrationwhen the Lorentzian lineshape
effect is included (Fig. 6.10). From Fig. 6.10, it can also be seen that the gain peak
wavelengthremainsconstantwhenthe carrier densityis greaterthan about 2.3x1018cm-1,
this may be due to the fact that only the transition from the ground level was considered,
while the contribution from the other energy levels as well as transition between the
conduction bandand thelight hole bandwere neglectedduring the calculation of the gain
spectrum above. Comparing Fig. 6.8 to Fig. 6.9, it is clear that the effect of the
Lorentzianspreadon the spectrais that it compressesthe gain and broadensthe spectraat
peak wavelengthrange.From thefigures, the relation betweenthe maximum gain and the
carrier density can be established as shown in Fig. 6.11. Fig. 6.12 is the plot of
maximum gain versus the logarithm of carrier density, resulting in an approximately
straight line.
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6.8 Material

Characterisation

The structureof the materialusedto fabricate laserswas grown by metal organic vapour
phaseepitaxy (MOVPE) on an (100)-orientedn -type InP substrateand consistedof five
65 A InGaAs wells with 120 A InGaAsP barriers (Aa=1.26 µm, where A. is the
wavelengthcorrespondingto the bandgap).The active region was boundedby a stepped
graded index (GRIN) waveguide core consisting of InGaAsP confining layers. The
thicknessesand compositions of these layers (from the QWs outward) were 500 A of
A.
tm and 800 A of 2g=1.05µm (A, is the wavelength corresponding to the
g=1.18.
bandgap of the different layers). The structure, which was lattice matched to InP
throughout,wascompletedby an InP claddinglayer andan InGaAs contactlayer. The first
0.2 µm of upper cladding layer was an undopedspacerlayer and the remaining 1.2gm
was doped with Zn to a concentrationof 7.0E+17 cm-3. The lower cladding layer was Si
doped to a concentration of 5.0E+18 em-3. The waveguide core was undoped, thus
forming apin structurewith the intrinsic regionrestrictedto the QWs andGRIN layers.

In order to assesswafers,75 gm wide oxide stripe laserswere fabricated.The fabrication
of the lasersis relatively simple.The cleanedsampleswere coatedwith a layer of 200 nm
of SiO2. The 75 gm stripe windows were defined using photolithographyand wet etching
with bufferedHF solution (HF:H201=1:4). Theselasersare gain-guidedsince the injected
current producespopulationinversion and only photonswhich remain within the pumped
region can causestimulated emission.The sampleswere then thinned to a thickness of
around 140 µm and metal contactswere evaporatedusing a computer controlled metal
evaporator('Plassys'). The sampleswere then annealedin an RTA at 360 °C for 60 s and
cleaved into individual lasers with cavity lengths of 400,600,800
diagram of an oxide stripe laser is given in Fig. 6.13.
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and 1000µm. A

Fig. 6.13 Schematic diagram of a 75 pm wide oxide stripe laser

6.8.1 Laser

Test

Fig. 6.14 shows the experimental set-up used to test lasers. The current supply was an
Avtech pulsed current generator which has an adjustable pulse width and repetition rate.
The pulse generator can be controlled manually or automatically. A variable attenuator was
used to adjust the magnitude of the pulses from the pulse generator. The pulse transformer
in the set-up was for the purpose of impedance matching. The driving current to the laser
being tested was applied through the circuit shown in Fig. 6.15. The voltages across the
laser diode and the 112 resistor were measured, and from the latter, the current through the
laser was calculated.

Laser power was measured by a germanium photodetector which was reverse biased at
4.5 V. The voltage across the resistor in series with the detector was linearly proportional
to the light emitted by the laser. A boxcar averager monitored the current through the laser
diode, the voltage across the laser, and the laser output light. It averaged the measurements
over 100 cycles which enhanced the ratio of the the signals to noise. These signals were
then transferred to the computer, which then calculated the current through the laser, the
voltage across the device, and the output power from the device. The output of the boxcar
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was also monitored by an oscilloscopewhich displayed the current through the laser and
the laser output.

The lasers were operated in pulsed current mode at room temperature. The current pulse
length was 400 ns and the repetition rate was 1 kHz (duty cycle 1:2500). Light-current
(L - I) characteristics and spectra were measured for lasers of each length cleaved. For
Only the best data (lowest threshold
each length a group of about 5 lasers were tested.
current and the best efficiency) were selected for analysis. Fig. 6.16 shows L-I
for different cavity lengths. From the measured L-I

data, the threshold current can be

found.
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Fig. 6.14 Experimental set-up
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Fig. 6.16 Measured L-1 curves for lasers with different cavity length

The external quantum efficiency Ile, which is defined as the number of emitted photons
from both end facets of laser for one injected electron, was found from the slope of the
L-I

curve above threshold current multiplied by a factor of ;, p/ l .24, where, X0 is the

operation wavelength of the laser in µm. Table 6.1 shows the data calculated from the
L-I

data. It should be noted that the external quantum efficiency, rle, shown in table 6.1

is multiplied by a factor of 2 because the detector only collected the output light from one
end facet in our experimental set-up. Here we assume that the output light from the both
facets is identical.
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Table6.1 The measureddata of 75µm oxide stripe lasers

ne( photon/elctron)

L (Cm)

Ith( A)

0.04

0.255

0.38

0.06

0.180

0.47

0.08

0.163

0.51

0.10

0.123

0.61

6.8.2 The Material Characterisation

The materialparameterssuchasinternalquantumefficiency, theloss etc. can be determined

by analysingthedatashownin table6.1usingthefollowing approach.As we know,laser
oscillation occurs when the gain is equal to the total loss in the laser cavity. The gain
requiredat threshold,g, , of a quantumwell (QW) semiconductoris given by

8rh =a+

In(R)

(6.27)

where a is the losscoefficient, L is the cavity length, and R is the reflectivity of the end
facets.Above the thresholdthe laseractionis initialised undera constant 9th and the extra
injected carriers recombineand emit light. The relationship between 9th and the external
quantumefficiency is givenby

ale -11i (1

)

(6.28)

8th

where Tb;is the internal quantumefficiency which is defined as the probability that an
injectedcarrier recombinesradiativelyin theactiveregion.
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As can be seenfrom Fig. 6.12,the gainis approximatelya linear function of the logarithm
of carrier density, so the gain abovethreshold is relatedto the current density in a QW
laser by the following relationship:

g(J) = nrgo1n(

1)

(6.29)

where n is the numberof quantumwells, F is opticalconfinementper well, go is the gain
coefficient for one well and J1 is the transparencycurrent. From Eq. (6.27) and (6.28), we
can obtain thefollowing relationship:

Tle

Ili

- L(ili In R)

(6.30)

Therefore rl; can be obtainedfrom the interceptof a linearly fitted plot of

,e

againstthe

cavity length, L. By assuminga reflectivity R=30% for a cleavedfacet, the optical loss a
can also be determined.From equation(6.29),thegain coefficientat thresholdwill be :

)

gth =nrgpln(

(6.31)

nJt

where Jth is the thresholdcurrentdensity. By substitutingequation(6.27) into (6.31), and
rearrangingtheequation,we have

1n(Jth)_[a+
nI'8o

ln(L))
Ili

in R
-1(L nrgo

(6.32)

Defining

in(J0) _ [nr

80

+ in(

Ili

equation(6.32) will become
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r ))

(6.33)

ln(Jth)=1n(Jp)-L(

InR
)
nFgo

(6.34)

where Jo is the thresholdcurrentdensityfor infinite length.Therefore JOand nI'gp can be
I
calculatedfrom the interceptand the sloperespectively of the plot of ln(Jth) against
From equation (6.33), Jt can be calculated from JO, using a, raj and nrgp found
against L and
previously. From the data in table 6.1, we can obtain the plots of
e
L
ln(Jth) against asfollows
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Fig. 6.17. Reciprocalof externalquantumefficiency against laser cavity length
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So from Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18, using the equations above, we obtain the material

for theotherwafersusedin this research
shownin table6.2.Theparameters
parameters
are also shown.

Table6.2 The measuredparametersfor thematerial MR743 and other wafers

a
qcm 1)

lint
(Photontelectron)

90
(cm-1)

it

J0

Wafer N

(A/cm2)

(A/cm2)

MR673

7.6

24%

1042

28.5

679

MR743

60.4

76%

706

18.8

598

MR790

19.5

33%

547

17.6

510

MR876

82.7

55%

952

18

800

It should be notedthe opticalconfinementfactor, r, is assumedto be a value of 1.1% for
eachwell, ascalculatedearlier (seeFig. 6.4 ).
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6.8.3 Lasing Spectra of Oxide Lasers

The laser beamwas collimated using a collimating lens then focusedon to a multi-mode
fibre using a X10 objective lens, and guided into a optical spectrumanalyser.The laser
current was controlled manually from the Avtech pulse generator. The spectra were
transferred via an IEEE GPIB to the computer and saved to disk. Fig. 6.19 shows the
spectrum of a laser with length of 400 p.m at an injection current of 530 mA. As can be
seen, the laser emitted at peak wavelength of around 1.55 µm, and the longitudinal
wavelengthseparationwas approximately0.88 nm.
1.2
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0.8
ö 0.5
0.2
0.0
1540

1545

1550

Wavelength (nm)

1555

Fig. 6.19 Lasing spectrafor the injecting currentof 530 mA (material MR 876)

6.9 Fabrication of Ridge Lasers

6.9.1 Fabrication

Process

Fig. 6.20 is a schematic representationof a ridge waveguide laser. The structure of
material usedto fabricateridge laserswas identical to that of the material usedto fabricate
wide oxide stripe lasers. The fabrication process was more complicated and critical
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comparedto the fabricationof oxide stripe lasers,becausemore techniqueswere involved.
The following are the processesusedin the fabrication of ridge lasers:

SiO, r t''

a

IN -l 111111101

Fig. 6.20 A schematic representation for ridge waveguide lasers

1. Sample

preparation:

Sample was scribed to proper size, typically

around

4.5x5.5 mm2, and then cleaned with acetone and methanol each for 5 minutes. The sample
was then rinsed in RO water and blown dry and left to dry in an oven for 5 minutes at a
temperature of 90 °C. Subsequently, the sample was coated with a layer of 200 nm of
PECVD silicon dioxide.

2. Pattern definition: Primer (dihexamethylsylane)was firstly spun on the sample, to
improve the adherenceof photoresist to the sample, followed by spinning of S1818
photoresist at 4000 rpm for 30 s, this producinga resistthicknessof 1.8µm. The sample
was then bakedfor 30 mins at 90 °C. The samplewas exposedto UV light for 10 s, and
developedfor 50 s in a solution of equal amountsof microposit developerand RO water.
The ridge patternswere transferredto the samplefrom a mask.

3. Dry etching of Si02: The Si02 was etched in a RIE machine (BP 80) using C2F6 or

CHF3.

4. Dry etching of InP: The InP was etched in an Electro-Tech 340 machine using the
process(g) shown in table 4.1 for 13 rains which producedan etch depth of 1.0 µm.
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5. Wet etch of InP: The InP was wet-etchedin a solution of Acetic acid : HCI : H202:
H201 (40:20:3: 15)until a ridgestepof around 1.2µm was achieved.The etch rateis about
5 nm per second at temperatureof 5 °C, hence,this processtook about 40 seconds.It
should be pointed out that lasersfabricatedcompletely using the dry etch processhad a
very similar performanceto that of thosefabricatedusing the wet etch (see the Fig. 5.11
and Fig. 5.12), although the processof dry etch plus subsequentwet etch was usually
employed.

6. Remove SiO2 with buffered HF: Samplewas placed in buffered HF to remove the
SiO2. Due to the depositionof a polymeron the surfaceof sampleduring processingin the
ET-340, it took coupleof minutesto removethe Si02 completely.

7. Deposit SiO2and annealing to remove dry etch damage: 200 nm of PECVD
Si02 wasdepositedwhichformedanisolationlayer,andthesamplewasthenannealedfor
60 secondsat 500 °C in RTA to removetheRIE damage.

8. Second Photolithography: As for the first photolithography stage (step 2), primer
was firstly spun on the sample,followed by spinning of S1805 photoresist (instead of
S1818) at 4000 rpm for 30 s, then bakedfor 30 mins at 90 °C. The samplewas exposed
to the UV light for 3.5 s, and developedfor 10 s in a mixed solution of equal amountsof
the microposit developer and RO water. The sample was inspected using an optical
microscope to ensurethat the contact window was properly opened. A post-bake in an
oven at 120 °C for 15 minuteswas necessary,which would further harden the photoresist
and prevent subsequentsilica-etching from diffusing into the region at the side of the
windows. Silica-etching was performedusing buffered HF (1 part of HF +4 parts of RO
water) for 14 seconds.
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9. P-contact: A Ti/Pd/Au (40 nm/40 nm/200 nm) metal layer was evaporatedonto the
sample,forming a tunnellingSchottkycontact.

10. Thinning and n-Contact: the sample was then thinned to reduce the substrate
thickness to around 140-160 µm. This was achieved by polishing the substrate
mechanically using9 µm and 3 µm A1203powder.The samplewas cleanedand dried. A
Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au (14/14/14/14/200nm) layerwas evaporatedon to the sampleto form the
n-contact.

11. Contact annealing: A high contact resistanceproduces heat which degradesthe
overall operation of devices, or even damagesdevices by breaking down their p-n
junctions. The samplewas thereforeannealedfor 60 secondsat 360 °C in the RTA, to
reducedthe contactresistance.Fig. 6.21 showsthe measuredI-V curves for a ridge laser
diode. As can be seen,the dynamic resistanceand threshold voltage have been reduced
substantiallyafter annealing.
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Fig. 6.21 I-V curvesof a laser diode

12.Cleaving:Cleavingwasperformedby scribingsmallmarksat theedgeof the sample
Thedeviceswerecleavedby aligning
to thewaveguides.
alongthedirectionperpendicular
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the scribe markswith theedgeof a blade,whilst gently applyingforce to the sample.In the
direction parallel to the waveguide, the end facet reflection is not desired, therefore,
scribing was performedacrossthewhole sample,thencleavedusinga bladeasbefore.

6.9.2 L -I

Measurement

Measurementof the laserswas performed under pulsed current conditions as for oxide
stripe lasers.Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 are the measuredL-I

curvesfor the wafers MR743

and MR790, respectively. As can be seen,with the increase of the cavity length, the
threshold current increasesand the slopeefficiency decreases.By analogy with OSLs,
although the equationsin section6.8.2 can also be used to characteriseridge lasers, the
resultswould be lessaccurateduethe fact that injection current spreadingin ridge lasersis
more significant than that in OSLs. ComparingFig 6.22 to Fig. 6.16, we can see that the
thresholdcurrentsin the ridge deviceswerereducedsubstantially,becauseof the reduction
of the device dimension (with width of 5 µm for ridge lasers, compared to 75 p.m for
OSLs) and both the optical and electrical confinements. Comparing Fig. 6.22 to
Fig. 6.23, it can be seen the devices fabricated using material MR743 had a better
performancethan that of devicesfabricatedusing material MR790, in terms of threshold
current,this beingconsistentwith theresultsof the OSLsfabricatedusingboth materials.
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6.10 Fabrication

6.10.1

Fabrication

Ridge Lasers

of Two-section

of Two-Section

Ridge Lasers

Two-section lasers, as the name suggests, have two separatedelectrical contacts, as shown
in Fig. 6.24. Due to their unique performance such as optical switching[21,221,

short

pulse generation, either using Q-switching[23,24], or mode-locking regime( 25-291 as well
as application to clock recovery [30,31], two-section lasers have attracted considerable
interest over the past few years. Successful fabrication of two section lasers

therefore,

of significance for the demonstration of pulse generation .
P-contact for
ii in cptinn

sa

Fig. 6.24 A schematicrepresentationof a two-sectionridge laser

The structure of the material used to fabricate two-section lasers was identical to that of the
material for fabrication of the ridge lasers. Essentially, the fabrication process is similar to
the process for ridge lasers. However, before the p-contact evaporation is carried out, an
extra photolithography stage was required to achieve the isolation between two contacts.
The sample was spun with S 1818 photo resist at 4000 rpm for 30 s, and then baked in an
oven for 15 mins at 90 °C. The sample was subsequently immersed in chlorobenzene
(C6H5C1) for 18 mins, which improves the metal layer lift off process, and baked again at
90 °C for 8 mins. After p-contact evaporation, the sample was soaked in hot acetone, at
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around 50-60 °C for from 30 mins to couple of hours, depending on the progressof the
lift off process.To achievea high isolation resistancebetweenthe two contacts,the highly
dopedInGaAs contactlayer betweenthe contactswas removedusing a wet etchingsolution
of H2SO4:H202: H201 (1:8:40) for 30 s; this etching solution selectively etches InGaAs
over InP. The typical resistancebetweenthe two contacts, which was measuredusing an
HP semiconductor parameteranalyser, was around 5 M. The sample was cleaved into
individual devices,with the gain section and the absorptionsectionlengths being 470 pm
and 30 p.m respectively.

6.10.2 Measurement of Light-Current

The measurementof light-current (L -I

Characteristics

) characteristics of the fabricated devices was

performed underpulsedconditions. During the measurement,the gain sectionwas forward
biased, while the absorption section floated. Fig. 6.25 and Fig. 6.26 shows the typical
L-I

curves for the materialsMR743 and MR790. In contrast to normal ridge lasers,the

L-I

curves of the two-sectionlasersexhibit a jump when the devicesstart to lase; this is

due to the incorporation of the absorptionsectionwhich must be bleachedbeforelasing can
take place.
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Fig. 6.25 L-I

curve of a two-sectionlaser fabricatedusing MR743
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6.10.3 Demonstration

curve of a two-sectionlaser fabricated using MR790

of Q-switching

Using Two-section Lasers

The ability of the two-section lasers to generate Q-switched pulses was investigated.
Fig. 6.27 shows the experimentalset-up.The device was driven by a pulse generator as
indicated in Fig. 6.27. Using a pulsed source instead of a constant source has two
advantages:one is that devicebonding,the processin which devicesare bondedto a metal
mount which actsas a heatsink,is not required, thereforeavoiding the possibledamageto
the devices,and contaminationto thefacetsof the devices,which can result in considerable
degradation of the performanceof the devices;the other advantagewas that the sampling
directly from the pulsegenerator.
oscilloscopewas triggered
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Fig. 6.27 Diagram for experimental set-up

Fig. 6.28 shows the observedpulsesfor Ig, the current of gain section, equal to 200 mA,
while the saturableabsorberwas left floating.
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Fig. 6.28 ObservedQ-switchedpulsesfrom a two-section laser

As can be seenfrom the figure, the repetion rate of the pulse were about 0.9 GHz, while
90 ps. Unfortunately, the effect of reverse bias on
average pulse width was around
2-sectionlaserhasnot beenfully investigated.
performanceof the
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6.11 Summary

In this chapter, the parameterswhich affect the performance of a laser device, such as
losses, gain spectrum, and optical confinement in the quantum well structure were
discussedand calculated. By fabricating oxide stripe lasers, parameterssuch as quantum
efficiency, loss, threshold current density for infinite cavity length were obtained. Ridge
waveguide lasersandtwo-sectionlaserswere successfullyfabricatedand measured.
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7. Fabrication of Extended Cavity Ridge
Waveguide Lasers

7.1 Introduction

The various techniques of quantum well intermixing offer the possibility of monolithic
integration of active devices and passive devices. One of the simplest forms of such an
integrated circuit is an extended cavity ridge waveguide laser in which a bandgap widened
passive section is incorporated. Fig. 7.1 is a schematic representation of an extended
cavity ridge laser.
Passive
section

Pas

N-contact

Fig. 7.1 An illustration of extendedcavity ridge lasers

A device such as this also has practical application. For example, the use of an external

laser is commonplace, but Most
cavity to narrow the linewidth of a semiconductor
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configurations use bulk optics and require careful alignment with good mechanical
stability. An internal cavity promisesto be appreciablymore stable and requires a cavity
approximately four times [1] shorter than an equivalent air cavity. Experiments [2] have
shown that GaAs/AlGaAs mode-lockedextendedcavity lasers with integrated low loss
passive waveguides display superior performance to devices in which the entire
waveguide is active.Advantagesinclude the reduction of the thresholdcurrent by a factor
of 3 to 5, reduction of the pulse width from 10.2 ps to 3.5 ps, and decreasein the freerunning jitter from 15 to 6 ps.

Fabrication of a laser with a built-in passivewaveguide section can be accomplished by
using some form of intermixing process to produce a bandgap-widened passive
waveguide which is transparentto the laser wavelength. This chapter documents the
results from extended cavity lasers fabricated using the laser process and the plasma
process.

7.2 Measurement

of the Optical

Propagation

Loss in Bandgap Widened

Waveguides

Fabrication of an extended cavity ridge laser relies on the realisation of a low loss
waveguide in the passivesection of the laser but, due to the fact that the lasing action
always occurs at a wavelength very close to the band edge, an unpumped passive
waveguide section will be highly absorbing.Oneof the solutions to this problem is to use
QWI, becauseQWI shifts the absorptionedgeto a higher energy, which would make an
intermixed waveguide transparentto the laser light at the wavelengthof a non-disordered
active section. Apart from the bandedgeabsorption, absorptioncan also arise from free
carriers and scatteringdue to both the roughnessbetweenthe interfaces of the epitaxial
layers and the roughnessof the etchedwaveguides.The loss in the passivewaveguide of
an extendedcavity lasershasan importantimpact on the overall performanceof the device,
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thereforeit is important to measurethe loss in waveguideswhich areprocessedusing QW[
before fabrication of extendedcavity ridge lasers.

7.2.1 Material

Structure

The structure of the material (wafer No: MR790) used to fabricate low loss waveguide
was grown by metal organic vapourphaseepitaxy (MOVPE) on a (100)-orientedn -type
InP substrate and consisted of five 65A InGaAs wells with 120A InGaAsP
barriers(Aa=1.26µm, where Aa is the wavelength corresponding to the bandgap). The
active region was boundedby a steppedgradedindex (GRIN) waveguidecore consisting
of InGaAsP confining layers.The thicknessesand compositionsof theselayers (from the
QWs outward) were 500A of InGaAsP with ; La=1.18µmand 800A of ,i., =1.054m. The
structure,which was lattice matchedto InP throughout,was completedby an InP cladding
layer and an InGaAs contact layer. The first 0.2µm of upper cladding layer was an
undopedspacer layer and the remaining 1.2µm was doped with Zn to a concentrationof
7X 1017cm-3. The lower cladding layer was Si dopedto a concentrationof 5X1018cm-3.
The waveguide core was undoped, thus forming a in structurewith the intrinsic region
restricted to the QWs andGRIN layers.

The material was coated with PECVD Si02 and then processedusing a combination of
PAID and P-PAID simultaneously to widen the bandgap of the material. 77 K PL
measurementsindicated that the intermixed material had blue-shifted by around 110 nm
relative to as-grown material. 2 gm wide waveguides were formed by RIE dry etching
depth of 1.2 µm. Individual waveguides
using the ET340 with gasesCH4/H2/02 to a
were cleaved with a length of 3.5 mm. Fig. 7.2 shows an SEM picture of the waveguide.
The loss measurementwas carriedout usingthe Fabry-Perotmethod.
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Fig. 7.2 Dry etched waveguide.

7.2.2 Fabry-Perot

Loss Measurements

The Fabry-Perot loss measurement technique was developed by Walker 131.As its name
suggests, the technique is based on the Fabry-Perot cavity resonance action of a
semiconductor wavcguide. The measurement is simple, non-destructive, and is insensitive
to input and output intensities.

Assuming the wave transmittedthrough the device cavity is coherentand monochromic,
the resonant TR and antiresonant TA transmitted intensities are given by 131:

(
l2
TR=1pl1_Y2R1
ýYý

(7. l)

TA=101

(7.2)
+YI
Y2Ri

where ! () is the input intensity of the incident light, y is the single-pass amplitude
reduction factor and R is the geometric mean of the two power reflection coefficients at the

facetsof the waveguide, which can be wetten as:
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_+l)

R=(n

(7.3)

where n is the refractive index of the material, which can be replacedusing an effective
index in the casewhen the material structure is a multilayer structure, e.g. a waveguide
TÄ
loss in the F-P cavity is
structure.Defining the ratio k=
, then the single round trip
VT
-1
= e-2aL _ R( k+1)

(7.4)

From Eq.(7.4), the propagationloss a can be written as:

-jk
R( k+1)

a--2Lin

(cm i)

(7.5)

or

a=-2.17

L

In

-1
(k+
1)
R(-\I-k-

(dB. cm-1)

(7.6)

where L is the device cavity length in cm. As can be seenfrom equation (7.5), this loss
measurementtechnique is independent on the input and output intensities, therefore
accurate coupling of light into the waveguide is not crucial and high accuracy of
measurementcan be achieved.

7.2.3 Experiment

Fig. 7.3 shows the experimental set-up for loss measurementsusing the Fabry-Perot
technique. The beamfrom a DFB semiconductorlaser, operatedat a wavelength of 1.56
µm, was collimated and coupledinto the waveguidedevices;the transmittedlight from the
devices was coupled into a multi-mode fibre then to a spectrum analyser to measureits
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power. The spectrum analyser was used for convenience, as it has a high sensitivity.
During the measurement, it was set to a fixed wavelength of 1.56 µm, corresponding to
the DFB emission wavelength. The camera and monitor were used to assist the alignment;
the aperture was adjusted such that only the guided light from waveguides was coupled
into the fibre. During the experiment, heat was supplied to the sample in the form of a fine
tipped soldering iron, which in turn changed the refractive index and cavity length of the
device due to the change of temperature of the device, resulting in Fabry-Perot oscillations
being observed on the optical spectrum analyser. Fig. 7.4 shows the recorded oscillations.
The oscillation fringes are not perfectly of the form expected from a F-P resonator, which
may be due to higher transverse modes in the waveguide. This would
superposition of corresponding oscillation fringes.

DFB semiconductor
Laser

Prism
Waveguid
®

Camera

-ý

Collimated beam
Aperture

TV monitor

Fig. 7.3 Experimental set-upfor measuring waveguideloss
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Fig. 7.4 ObservedFabry-Perotoscillation from a single mode waveguide

The contrast k, which is the ratio of maximum to the minimum transmitted intensity, can
be obtained from Fig. 7.4, then using Eq. (7.5), it yields a loss of approximately 2.1 cm-1
in the waveguide. This is a dramatic reduction in the loss of waveguide, compared to the
loss of the as-grown material, which is 19.5 cm-1 at the wavelength of 1.55 pm.

7.3 Fabrication

of Extended Cavity Ridge Lasers Using a Combination

of

both P-PAID and PAID Technique

The structureof the material (wafer No: MR790) usedto fabricate extendedcavity lasers
(ECL) is a normal laser p-i-n structurewhich has beendescribedin section 7.2.1 in detail.
As pointed out before, fabrication of extendedcavity lasersrelies on the formation of low
loss waveguides,which in turn require that the bandgapof the material is widened in the
passivesectionsof the lasers.QWI is a simple and effective way to meet this requirement.
The following describesthe processsteps.
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7.3.1 QWI using a Combination of both P-PAID and PAID

1. Deposition of Si02: The sample was coated with a layer of 500 nm silicon dioxide
by plasma enhancedchemical vapour deposition (PECVD). Deposition of a layer of
200 nm of SiO2was also tried, but the surface quality of material after intermixing was
rather bad. This is becausea thinner layer of Si02 cannoteffectively mask diffusion of the
Ni/Cr-Au metal layer, which was evaporated on top of the Si02, to acts as a laser
reflection maskduring subsequentlaserintermixing. (seeFig. 7.6a).

2. Alignment marks: alignment marks are required for the definition of the interface
betweenthe active andpassivesectionsof devices.Alignment marks were defined on the
sampleby photolithography, followed by silicon dioxide etching with HF to remove the
Si02 of 500 nm in the alignment mark regions. Finally, using a etching solution of
H2SO4:H202: H20=1: 8:40 to etch the InGaAs contact layer, alignment marks were
transferredonto the samplepermanently.(seeFig. 7.6 b).

3. Evaporation of metal layer: metal layers of 10 nm NiCr and 200 nm Au were
evaporatedto protect the active regions of the sampleusing photolithography and lift-off.
The metal layer acts as a reflection layer to the incident laser light during the subsequent
laser intermixing process. The intermixing experiments show that the NiCr/Au metal
layerseffectively reflect the incident laserbeam(seeFig. 7.6c, d).

4. Intermixing:

The sample was then placed on a piece of polished ceramic on a

hotplateat around340 °C, to reducethe incident CW laser power density required to heat
the sample to a temperature at which the QWI occurs. The material was irradiated
simultaneously with light from CW and pulsed Nd:YAG lasers, both emitting at 1.064
µm, for times of around 3-5 mins. The pulsed laseroperatedat repetition frequencyof 10
Hz with a pulse length of around 7 ns. The power density of the CW laser, which was
around 2W/mm2, was chosensuch that no significant disordering occurs if the pulsed
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laseris not involved. The energydensity of the pulsed laserwas around0.2 mJ/mm2 (Fig.
7.6e).

5.77

K PL measurement: PL measurements were performed at 77 K on the

intermixed sampleto check if the required blueshift had beenachieved.If not, step4 was
repeateduntil the requiredblueshift was obtained.

6. Removal of the metal layer: The Au layer was removed using gold etching
solution for 2 mins, and then the NiCr layer was lifted-off by etching the Si02 with
buffered HF for around 3-5 minn. The samplestill retained a good surface quality after
removing the metal layer, althoughit was found that the gold etching attackedthe InGaAs
layer of the materialdue to pinholesin the SiO2layer (Fig. 7.6f).

7. Spatial resolution: Due to the fact that the above intermixing process has a graded
region of severalhundredsµm, PL measurementsshould be performed again to define the
pumping regions of the lasers, asis shown in Fig. 7.5.
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Fig. 7.5 Graderegion wasalso pumped.
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of SiO2 of 200 nm: A layer of 200 nm SiO was deposited again for

8. Deposition

the fabrication of devices(Fig. 7.6g).
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Fig. 7.6 Diagram of the processesfor the intermixing Using P-PAID+PAID

7.3.2 Fabrication

Of Extended Cavity Lasers

Ridge waveguides were formed by chemical wet etching to a depth of 1.2 µm. Before
silicon dioxide was removed, the InGaAs contact layers in the passive region of the
sample were removed to avoid electric current spreading into the passive region of devices
through the heavily doped layers. Si02 of 200 nm was deposited again as a passivation
layer, and a contact window was opened on top of the ridges. The sample was then
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thinned, and metal contacts (p-Ti-Au, n-Au-Ge-Au-Ni-Au) were evaporated on both
surfaces and annealedin an RTA for 60 s at 360 °C. Finally, the samplewas cleaved into
individual laserswith 800 pm long active sectionsand passivesectionsof 1000µm.

The lasers were testedunderpulsed current conditions at room temperature.The current
pulse width was 400 ns and repetition frequency was 1 kHz. Measurementsof lightcurrent (L-1)

characteristics and lasing spectra were performed. The L-I

characteristics and the lasing spectraof the laserswith passivesection lengths of 0 and
1000 .tm are shown in Fig. 7.7 - 7.9.
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Fig. 7.7 Measured L-I

of ridge laserswith and without extendedcavity.
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Fig. 7.9 Lasing spectrumof the 800 µ.m/1000 pm extendedcavity laser

7.3.3

Discussions

It can be seenfrom Fig. 7.7 that the slopeefficiency of the extendedcavity lasers,which
had lengths of 800 p.m and 1000µm for the active section and passive sections, is very
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close to that of laserswith same length of active section, and the increase in threshold
current is 10 mA comparedto the 800 gm long all-active device. This suggeststhat the
loss in the passivesectionhas beenreducedconsiderablyby QWI.

From the measuredthresholdcurrentsfor the all-active andextendedcavity lasers,the loss
in the passiveregion can be calculatedfrom the measuredthreshold current data shown in
Fig. 7.7 by applying the following formula [4]:
apLp
exp
=
Inor
nrgoLa
Iel

(7.7)

where Iex, Inor are the thresholdcurrents of the laserswith andwithout passivesection.
Lp, La are the lengthsof the passivesection and the active section, ap is the loss in the
passiveregion, n is the number of wells, r the optical overlap per well and go the QW
gain parameter.The product nI'gp was 30 cm-1calculatedfrom measurementsperformed
on wide oxide stripe lasersfabricated for the characterisationof the material. If the gain
section is taken to be 800 p.m in both lasers,the calculatedloss ap is then 3.8 cm-1. This
is significantly larger than that measuredin the waveguidesample,a disagreementwhich
is due to the fact that current is injected into the graded bandgapinterface region in the
extendedcavity lasers.Pumping the transition region has effect of increasingcurrent and
whilst making little contribution to the gain at the operating wavelength. If this factor is
taken into accountby assumingthe effective length of gain sectionin the extendedcavity
laser is 600 pm, the calculatedloss is 2.4 cm-1,in good agreementwith the loss measured
by the Fabry-Perottechnique.

7.4 Fabrication

of Extended Cavity Ridge lasers Using Plasma Process

As pointed out in the previous chapter,this processis a simple, reliable, and reproducible
technique. To investigate further the possibility of this approach for use in photonic

integration,extendedcavity ridgelaserswereagainfabricated.The structureof material
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(wafer No: MR876) usedto fabricatethe extendedcavity ridge laserswas almost identical
to that used to fabricate the samedevicesusing PAID plus P-PAID laser process,except
that an undoped layer of 50 A InGaAs with bandgapcorrespondingto a wavelength of
Xg=1.1 µm, was introducedto the structure,located abovethe 2000 A InP spacerlayer to
act as a wet etch stop layer. The following will describe the fabrication process and
measuredresults.

7.4.1 Fabrication

process

1.200 nm PECVD Si02 was deposited onto the cleaned sample (Fig. 7.10a).

2. Defining the active and passive sections: Photoresist type S 1818 was spun
onto the sampleat spinning speedof 4000 rpm for 30 s; the thickness of resist would be
1.8 µm. The sample was then bakedfor 30 mins at 90 T. Alignment marks were then
transferredto the sampleby exposingthe sampleto the UV light for 13 s using the mask
aligner, followed by developing the sample for 75 s in the mixture solution of equal
amounts of the microposit developerand RO water. Etching of the Si02 layer using HF
for 30 s and subsequentetching of InGaAsP contactlayer of the material using a etching
solution of H2SO4:H202: H20=1: 8:40 were used to transfer the alignment marks to the
sample(Fig. 7.10b). The photoresistover the passivesectionsof the sample was removed
by exposing the sampleto UV light again using mask aligner and subsequentdeveloping,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.10c.

3. Etching SiO2: Bake the sample for 15 mins and then remove the Si02 from the
passivesection of the sample(seeFig. 7.10d).

4. Deposition of Sputter Si02: 200 nm of sputtered Si02 was deposited in a
Nordiko sputtering machine at a RF power of 100 W and a DC bias of I kV, using a 9: 1
Ar: 02 gasmixture (seeFig. 7.1Oe).
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5. Clean the photoresist

on the sample using Acetone:

as is shown in

Fig. 7.1Of.

6. Anneal

the sample using CW laser: The sample was annealed using the CW

Nd: YAG laser operating at 1.064 µm with power density of 1.3 W/mm2 (which is lower
than the power density used for the PAID+P-PAID

(2 W/mm2) for 3 mins (Fig. 7.10g).

7.77 k PL measurement: 77 K PL measurement was performed to check if the
required blueshift had beenachieved;if not the process6 was repeatedfor 1-2 mins.

8. Deposition of PECVD SiO2: The Si02 layer was removed from the sample using
buffered HF (Fig. 7.10h), then deposition of 200 nm PECVD Si02 was carried out, as
shown in Fig. 7.10i.

9. Fabrication of Ridge lasers: The ridge waveguides were formed by RIE dry
etching to a depth of 1.2 pm, using a CH4/H2/02 gas mixture. 200 nm of Si02 was
depositedagain asa passivationlayer. A contactwindow was openedon top of the ridges.
The sample was then thinned, and metal contacts (p-Ti-Au, n-Au-Ge-Au-Ni-Au) were
evaporated on both surfaces and annealed in an RTA for 60 s at 360 °C. Finally, the
samplewas cleaved into individual lasers with 800 pm long active sections, and passive
sections of 1000µm.
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7.4.2

Results

The lasers were tested under pulsed current conditions at room temperature. The current
pulse width was 400 ns and repetition frequency was I kHz. Measurements of lightcurrent

(L - I)

characteristics

and lasing

spectra were performed.

The

L-I

characteristics and the lasing spectra of the lasers with passive section lengths of 0 and
1000 tm are shown in Fig. 7.11-7.16.
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7.4.3

Discussions

As can be seen from Fig. 7.11, the increase in threshold current for the extended cavity
ridge laser (ECL) with an active section length of 800 µm and 1000 9m long passive
section is only 8 mA, comparedto the all-active laser (AAL) with length of 800 pm. In
the samefashion that the loss in the passivesection was calculatedusing the Eq. (7.7) in
section 7.3.4, the calculated loss in the passive section of the extended cavity lasersis
4.4 cm-1. Comparing this value to the loss (being 2.4 cm-1) in the passivesection of the
ECL using laser processing(see section 7.3.4), it seemsthe loss is considerably larger.
We attribute this to the fact that different wafers were usedto fabricate the devices; the
material parametersof the wafers have considerably large difference (see table 6.2).
Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 are the lasing spectrafor the all-active laser and extendedcavity
laser, respectively.It is noticeablethat a blue-shift of 24 nm of the spectrum occurs for
the ECL, compared to that of AAL. As can be seenfrom Fig. 3.16 that QWI is almost
completely suppressedin the gain regions, the blue-shift of the lasing spectrumof ECL is,
therefore, assumedto be associated with the passive section of the device. This was
verified by measuring the lasing spectrum after the passive section of the ECL was
removed by cleaving. The spectrum moved back to the same position as that of lasing
spectrum of the AAL, Fig. 7.14 shows L-I
the ECL. Essentially, the L-I

curvesmeasuredfrom both cavity facetsof

characteristicsfrom both the facetsare indistinguishable,

given that thecurves could not be measuredsimultaneouslybecauseof the arrangementof
our experimental set-up.This suggeststhat the loss in the passivesection is indeed low.
Fig. 7.15 and Fig. 7.16 show the lasing spectra measuredfrom both facets of the ECL
under different current pumping conditions. The spectrum has a small red shift under
lower pumping conditions (Fig. 7.15), but turns to have a blue shift at higher pumping
levels (Fig. 7.16). From the figures, it can be seenthat lasing spectraare identical at the
samepumping level.
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7.5

Conclusions

Extendedcavity ridge lasers in InGaAsIInGaAsP multiple-quantum well structure have
beensuccessfullyfabricatedusing two types of QWI technique,namely, a laserirradiation
process using a combination of CW and Q-switched Nd: YAG lasers, and a plasma
process.The increasesin threshold current are only 10 mA and 8 mA, and the lossesin
the passivesections of ECLs were calculated to be 2.4 cm-1 and 4.4 cm-1 for the two
respectiveprocesses.The loss in a bandgapwidened single mode waveguide using the
laser irradiation process was measured to be 2.1 cm-1, and compared to that the
calculated loss of 2.4 cm-1 in the passive section of the ECLs using the same process.
This is essentiallyvery good agreement.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

This researchhasbeenconcernedwith the fabrication of monolithically integrateddevices
in InGaAs/InGaAsPMQW material structuresusing quantum well intermixing. To this
end, a lot of work, including the developmentof a reduced damageRIE process,QWI
using laser processand plasmaprocess,fabrication of a wide range of devices such as
low loss waveguides,3-dB MMI couplers,ridge waveguide lasers,and extendedcavity
ridge lasers, was been carried out. The conclusions from this study are summarised
below.

1. The damage introduced into an InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum well structure during
CH4/H2 reactive ion etching (RIE) processeswas measured,for plasma powers from
20 W to 100W, using low temperaturephotoluminescence.The damage depth profile
was estimated to be around 12 nm - 70 nm after annealing at 500 °C for 60 seconds
using rapid thermal annealer(RTA). A reduceddamageRIE processhas beendeveloped
to fabricate InGaAs/InGaAsP multi-quantum well ridge waveguide lasers. The
performanceof theselasershas beencomparedto that of lasersfabricatedfrom the same
epilayer using wet etching to form the ridge. The resultant threshold currents were
essentially indistinguishable, being 44.5 mA and 43 mA respectively for dry and wet
etchedlaserswith 500 p.m long laser cavities.
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2. Quantumwell intermixing in the InGaAs/InGaAsPmaterial systemwas demonstrated
using laser processesand plasma process. Photon-absorption induced disordering
(PAID) is a reliable and reproducible process, the blue-shifts of up to 140 nm were
obtained. However, unfortunately,the spatial selectivity is limited to around 100 µm. In
contrast, the Pulsed-PAID(P-PAID) processoffers much betterspatial resolution, being
about 20 µm, however, the intermixed material suffers from poor optical quality as is
indicated by the reducedPL intensity and broaderPL linewidth. The maximum intensity
has dropped by a factor of 12, and the spectrum has broadenedfrom 16 to 39 meV. In
addition this processis lessreproducibleand more sensitiveto the quality of the substrate
of wafers. An alternative approachis to use the combination of P-PAID and PAID. This
processoffers similar yields to that of PAID. The plasmaprocesshas proven to be highly
successful,in the senseof larger differential blue-shift (up to 120nm), almost complete
suppression of bandgapshift in control regions, as well as potentially high spatial
resolution.

3. The design, fabrication and characterisationfor 3-dB MMI couplers were carried
out
using both as-grown (peak emission wavelength of 1.48 µm) and bandgap widened
material. The measuredresults show good agreementwith the design.A splitting ratio of
around 0.12 dB (51:49) hasbeenachievedfor the MMI section length of 470 p.m.

4. Low loss waveguides have been fabricated using laser process. A loss as low
as
2.1 dB/cm was obtainedfor the operationalwavelength of 1.556um.

5. Ridge waveguide lasersand 2-sectionridge laserswere successfullyfabricated

using

the RIE process developed in this work. Self pulsation of 2-section ridge lasers was
observed.

6. Extended cavity ridge lasers in InGaAs/InGaAsP multiple-quantum well structures
have been successfully fabricated using two types of QWI techniques, namely laser
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irradiation processesusing a combination of CW and Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers, and
the plasmaprocess.The increasesin threshold current are only 10 mA and 8 mA, and
the lossesin the passive sections of ECLs were calculated which were 2.4 cm-1 and
4.4 cm-1, for the two processes,respectively.

7. Considerabletheoretical work was carried out, including the calculation of the optical
confinement and gain in the InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW structure used through out this
thesis.Modelling of the intermixing of quantumwells was also performed and the results
indicate that the changesof bulk bandgapenergyis the principal reasonfor the blue-shift
of the PL.

8.2 Future Work

Further work needsto be carried out on the laser irradiation intermixing process to
improve the spatialselectivity of the process.One of the possibleapproachesto this is to
scan the laserbeam,in this case,the laserbeamcan be focusedto a considerably smaller
size,and thereforethespatialselectivity is improved.

Based on the successfuldemonstration of QWI, the focus of future work should be
shifted to the fabrication of various photonic integrated circuits, e.g. a 3-section ridge
laser, in which a passivewaveguideis monolithically integratedwith a normal 2-section
laser, can be usedto generatehigh quality pulse streamsin the range of tens of Gigabit
which are neededin OTDM systems.The other device to be fabricated is an integrated
terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD). An important application of the
TOAD is as a high speeddemultiplexer in OTDM system. The operating speedof the
devicecan be, in principle, up to terahertzfrequencies.
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